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I am Jack Ruston.

I love cooking. I love thinking about it, planning it, shopping
for it, the preparation and cooking itself, and the silence that
falls around a table when you really get it right. I have always
cooked.

As a boy of eight or nine, I’d play ‘survival’ games in the garden, lighting
fires with a flint striker and cooking bacon ‘borrowed’ from the fridge.
I’m not sure where one would obtain bacon in a wilderness survival
situation, but I can tell you that in a ‘back garden’ one, it’s both readily
available and delicious.

INTRODUCTION

I continued to cook throughoutmy early teens, often catering
for thewhole family. Leaving home after school, I travelled
in the U.S. and became exposed to Mexican cooking,
and developed a love of burgers, and big steaks.

My passion for cooking has only increased as I’ve
got older. Experience has brought with it the
understanding that simplicity and quality,
executed perfectly, wins the day.

STEAK.

I LOVE STEAK. YOU LOVE STEAK.

A succulent ribeye, a vast slab of grilled rump, a
tender fillet. What is it about steak that gives it such
status, the ability to transcendmere ‘meat’ and become
something else altogether?Why does it occupy this special
place in our hearts, and on our plates?

The meat of ruminant animals is the foundation of our ancestral diet,
the fuel of our evolution. Consider a steak, rare or rare-abouts, seared
by the direct heat of burningwood,much as it has been for themajority
of our journey as a species. It can’t be an accident that this is the
method of cooking adopted by the world’s finest steak houses, where
demand drives the highest prices. Sure, a meltingly tender braised
short rib is a delicious, rewardingmeal, but does it resonate in the same
way as a rare slab of bone-in rib, cooked over wood? I’d say not, and I’d
volunteer that our unique relationship with this delicious, nutritious
food is a preference written in our very DNA.
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The modern palate dictates that we’re going to prioritise cuts that are
physically easier to eat when cooked in this way, while our ancestors
would likely have been less fussy, prioritising energy and nutrients over
tenderness, subtlety or sophistication.

With all this in mind, it’s no surprise that we want cook the perfect steak
at home. We don’t want to be forced out to an expensive restaurant to
feed ourselves in this way. But so many of us find our results fall short of
our expectations. There are some fundamental reasons for this, reasons
we shall delve into in this guide. By first understanding what makes a
truly great steak, we can go on to achieve that for ourselves.

J a ck Rus ton
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A good steak is all about starting off with the right piece
of meat.

Of course you can do things to enhance a poor steak,
finishing it with butter, herbs and garlic, or serving it
with a salsa verde or chimichurri. But ultimately, if we’re
setting our sights on the best results, that’s a
compromise we can’t afford tomake.Wewant themeat
to have a soft, yielding texture, and a deep, robust
flavour. We can allow that flavour to dominate, without

having tomask or support it. Great ingredientsmake for
great food.

So what does that actually mean, practically speaking?
It means that you’re going to need to source your steak
from the right place, and you’re going to need to choose
a cut that’s suitable for the outcome you’re after. Let’s
examine those two factors in turn.

START AS YOU MEAN TO GO ON
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One of the first questions a lot of people ask is whether
they should continue to buy meat in their local
supermarket, or grocery store. The answer is that while
those sources can provide a very tasty steak, that tends
to be the exception rather than the rule. The problem
tends to be one of inconsistency - reasonable meat one
day, lacklustre the next.

Why, what’s the matter with their meat?

1. Every individual side of beef is different.

These large retailers are buying vast quantities, and
won’t have the ability to hand-select the best, based on
their knowledge of specific breeds, the colour of the
meat, fat-coverage, texture and marbling.

2. These buyers will have to work to a price.

Accordingly, they will push their suppliers ever harder to
deliver more meat for less money. This inevitably results
in compromises in the way the animals are raised.

The farmers will need to reduce their costs, using cheap
feeds, containing genetically modified grainmixed with
seed oils, compromising the health of the animals, and
the nutritional value of their fat. If that grain has been
stored in a damp environment, it can contain harmful
mould spores.

This practice sits in sharp contrast to some of the
premium European beef, where animals are free to
pasture for up to fifteen years, all the while absorbing
nutrients, and laying them down in their fat. There’s a
depth of flavour to this meat that allows for the price
increase required to make it economically viable. More
on that in the CHOICES section.

Every day spent raising an animal costs the farmer
money. The return on this investment peaks the
moment it reaches adult weight, then immediately
begins falling, as the animal continues to cost, but
doesn’t grow any bigger. Thus, farmers need to get their
animals fully grown, and slaughtered in the shortest
possible time.

And it’s not just an issue of nutrition: Driving down costs
can also raise ethical questions. Are we doing our best
for these animals by feeding them grain-based feeds
instead of pasturing them on grass? Is it right to
slaughter them at thirty months, or should we be
allowing them to live a fuller life?Whenwe eatmeat, we
enter into an unwritten contract with the animals we
raise. We care for them, protect them, provide for them
in every possible way, and spare them the horrors of the
death they would have to endure in the natural world. In
return, one day we slaughter them for food. It’s a
contract they can not agree to, and accordingly, we
need to be absolutely sure that we’re holding up our
end of the deal.

For further detailed scientific facts on the ethics,
ecology and health of consuming meat, check out the
book ‘Sacred Cow’ by Diana Rodgers RD, and RobbWolf
(Benbella Books, 2020).

3. Supermarket beef tends to bewet-aged, rather than
dry-aged.

Beef needs to age for a certain period of time after
slaughter, typically somewhere between 14 and 45 days,
but sometimes much longer.

Wet-ageing is where the meat is broken down into its
large ‘sub-primal’ cuts, and vacuum sealed in plastic
bags. There’s no airflow, andmould will not grow on the
surface.

The water content of the meat is maintained and its
surface becomes saturated in wet, gooey myoglobin -
that sticky, red liquid that most people assume is blood.
When cooking ‘wet’ meat, it can be more difficult to
form a crust. As the meat cooks, more water will be
released into the pan than would from dry-aged meat.
If the pan isn’t hot enough, this water won’t evaporate
immediately, and the meat will boil, when it should be
searing.

SOURCING STEAK
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When cooking ‘wet’ meat, it can be more difficult to
form a crust. As the meat cooks, more water will be
released into the pan than would from dry-aged meat.
If the pan isn’t hot enough, this water won’t evaporate
immediately, and the meat will boil, when it should be
searing.

Dry-ageing is where the meat is hung, exposed to the
air, in a cool, de-humidified environment. In some cases
ultra-violet lights are used to control bacteria.
Thamnidium mould strains are able to grow on the
surface of the meat, and as these tendrils penetrate,
and begin to break down the structures within, they
lead to profound and beneficial changes in texture and
flavour - provided the ageing is done under the correct
conditions:

Many butchers will simply hang beef in a cold store, and
consider that dry-ageing, but it’s not quite that simple,
and the best-tasting steak will come from someone
who really understands this process.

The crucial factors are low humidity, and high airflow.
Even if a butcher takes steps to achieve these, the meat
will have hung for some days at the abattoir, potentially
at too high a humidity. Once the damage is done, once
the wrong sort of mould has started to grow on the
meat, it simply won’t be as nice. It may well be nasty. If
dry-aged beef smells or tastes unpleasant, it’s likely that
it has been aged in too humid an environment, or one
without sufficient airflow.

I have noticed that here in the U.K. some of the
imported European premiumbeef is less prone to these
problems, and I wonder if this is because it has come
from a drier environment. Equally, some suppliers ‘salt-
age’ beef, hanging it in a space containing blocks of salt.
Salt is hydrophilic - it attracts water, encouraging a drier
environment by virtue of its ability to pull water out of
the air.

N.B. IF YOU SUFFER FROM HISTAMINE INTOLERANCE,
DRY-AGED MEAT COULD CAUSE YOU PROBLEMS. AS
THE MEAT HANGS, IT ACCUMULATES HISTAMINE. IF YOU
FIND THAT YOU HAVE AN ADVERSE REACTION, STICK TO
THE FRESHEST MEAT YOU CAN SOURCE, IDEALLY
EATING IT WITHIN A FEW DAYS OF SLAUGHTER.

“DRY-AGEING SHOULD TAKE PLACE IN A COOL,
DEHUMIDIFIED ENVIRONMENT, WITH A HIGH

LEVEL OF AIRFLOW”



Well, some do offer a limited selection of dry-aged meat, but when you
dry-age beef, that outer layer, now amouldy husk, needs to be removed
before the meat is sold to the consumer. The beautiful meat within
contains less water, and so weighs less. This represents wastage from
the point of view of the retailer. The meat will have to be sold at a much
higher price than the equivalent wet-aged cut, in order to make the
same profit. As we know, these sorts of stores tend towork on a principle
of lower prices rather than premium quality, and so they’re going to
gravitate towards the wet-aged products.

N.B. SUPERMARKETS PACKAGE ALL THEIR MEAT, WHETHER WET OR
DRY-AGED, IN VACUUM-SEALED PLASTIC. THERE WILL LIKELY BE SOME
FURTHER RELEASE OF LIQUID FROM THE MEAT, WHICH THEN POOLS
AROUND IT, CAUSING THE SATURATED SURFACE THAT WE’RE TRYING TO
AVOID. YOU WILL OFTEN FIND ABSORBENT PADS PLACED INSIDE THE
PACKAGING OF PRE-CUT STEAKS, TO SOAK UP THIS EMERGING
LIQUID. FOR THIS REASON I WOULD AVOID PAYING PREMIUM PRICES
FOR THEIR DRY-AGED OPTIONS. PICK SOME OF THE WET-AGED MEAT
THAT LOOKS BEST TO YOU, AND SAVE YOURSELF THAT ADDITIONAL
COST.

The upshot of all this is that to cook perfect steak reliably, we want a
gatekeeper - someone to select the best meat from the abattoir. We
also want a diligent custodian - someone to nurture that meat through
the ageing process. These two roles are one and the same. They are part
of the work of a great butcher.

Why don’t the supermarkets Dry age
beef themselves?

1 1



Butchers can be a strange bunch.

Butchers are like builders (or contractors, as they’re called in the U.S.)
Some of them can be enthusiastic, encouraging, and willing to
explain any aspect of their trade without talking down to you, or
deliberately using terminology which they know you won’t find
familiar. But there also exists an unpleasant type of ‘old-school’
butcher, who can be almost hostile, often misogynistic, unwilling, or
even unable to discuss the origin of his produce, and quick to tell you
what you want, regardless of what you’ve asked for.

It’s this sort of butcher who, when you ask for four bones of forerib,
looks sceptical, and replies ‘How many are you feeding?’ Answer,
‘None of your business’. Of course, some people will want guidance on
quantity, which can be given in a helpful way, rather than a stream of
quick-fire questions, intended to illustrate to the buyer just how little
they know: ‘How much do you want then? How many are you
feeding? What are you going to do with it? That piece is 1.5kg, and
that one is 2.4. Which one do you want?’ There’s a big difference
between those who question you in an almost aggressive, sneering
fashion, and those who are genuinely excited to talk about your plans
for the meat, and how you’re intending to cook it.

I’ll tell you one odd thing - they almost always push you to under-
cater. When I cook meat for people, the meat is the main event - the
bit I most want to be amazing. I want them to be able to have asmuch
as they would like, and I don’t mind in the slightest if there are
leftovers, which never go to waste. There’s nothing worse than having
to give your guests a slightly meagre portion, with none left for
seconds. Perhaps I’m incredibly greedy, but when it comes to most
butchers, I find myself doubling their quantity suggestions.

So, clearly we need to try, if at all possible, to find the right sort of
personality. And of course we need someone who sources really great
meat. Their local abattoir might provide that, but then again it might
not. We need a butcher who is prepared to go the extramile to source
the right product, rather than just settle for whatever comes through
the door. They need to have a passion for it. We want someone who
visits the supplier to inspect the meat, and who thinks nothing of
rejecting a delivery they’re not happy with.

FINDING A BUTCHER
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ETANA DIAZ, THE GINGER PIG (LONDON), BEAST
AND CLEAVER (SEATTLE)

On top of all that we need to work with a butcher who
understands the nature of the dry-ageing process, the
conditions that need to be met, and how long to let the
process unfold. The only way we can ascertain this is to
buy from them a few times, and see what sort of results
we get. The ageing will either result in an acrid flavour,
and an unpleasant ‘off’ smell, or it will be like a fine
salami or cheese - adding a depth and intensity. The
Thamnidium tendrils start to break down the
connective tissue, making the texture of the lean meat
soft, buttery, dry in a tacky, rather than brittle way. Let
your taste buds, and your nose be your guide.

The final part of this selection process involves you and
me - the cook, the diner. Ideally we will cast our eye over
the meat before we buy it, and think ‘Ooh yes, that’s
what I’m after’. We’ll talk about that more in the next
section, but it does pose the question ‘Can we buymeat
online?’ What if we don’t have a local butcher we’re
happy with, and we need to look further afield?

We can certainly do this, but when we buy meat ‘blind’
we really need to have a good relationship with the
butcher. They need to know us, to know what we look
for in our meat, what we like. We’re relying on them to
select something for us that we consistently love, and
that requires a degree of familiarity. The online
environment, especially that of a webshop, isn’t
conducive to that sort of interaction, and really, we need
to be able to ring our online butcher, chat to them in
person, find out what’s good that week, what they’re
particularly excited about, and let them guide us a bit,
in the knowledge that they know our preferences.

N.B. IN THE EVENT THAT THERE’S NO REPLY AT THE
DOOR, FOOD DELIVERIES ARE TYPICALLY LEFT OUT‐
SIDE. THEY SHOULD NEVER BE TAKEN BACK TO THE DE‐
POT, AND ARE MARKED ACCORDINGLY. IN THE MIDDLE
OF WINTER, THIS IS LIKELY NO PROBLEM, BUT IN HOT
WEATHER, IT COULD BE AN ISSUE, AND IF WE’RE OUT
AT WORK ALL DAY, HAVING OUR MEAT DELIVERED
MIGHT NOT BE A PRACTICAL OPTION.

If you can visit a butcher, make that personal connec‐
tion with them, talk about the meat and see it for your‐
self, you’re going to find it quicker and easier to build
that sort of rapport. If you live in a big city, where you
have the choice of several butchers, you can shop
around, and find the right person for you, but in many
areas there may only be one choice, and should you not
be happy, the online market can open up a wide range
of alternative options.

When building a relationship with a butcher, try not to
go in on Saturday mornings - it’ll be very busy. Your
butcher will have less time to chat, less opportunity to
develop a relationship. On those busy days, the butchers
themselves are often frantically cutting out in a back
room, leaving the counter service to a young apprentice

TIP - DON’T GO IN ON A SATURDAY MORNING
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or two, who may not know a great deal about the meat
yet. They’re still paying their dues, weighing out ground
beef, sausages and chicken thighs. They may not yet be
trusted to take a knife to high-value cuts of meat. Of
course, it’s good to get to know them too, but the reason
you’re here is to form a relationship with the butcher.

A larger shop will have several butchers. Over time you
will get to know them, and will likely form themost use‐
ful relationshipwith one or two in particular. Sometimes
this won’t be the owner, but a younger, albeit experi‐
enced employee. This personmay bemore enthusiastic,
and have more time for you, just because they’re unen‐

cumbered by the responsibilities of trying to simultane‐
ously run the business. They’re not under pressure to do
the books, organise the deliveries, pay the suppliers, the
staff, the rent and the rates. This isn’t always the case,
but my point is that while the Saturday staff probably
aren’t the right people for you to focus on, the owner
may not be either.

14
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1. Be adaptable

When you head into the butcher to buy steak, try not
to go in with too fixed an idea of what you’re going to
come out with. It’s better to buy the nicest bit of meat,
regardless of cut, than to insist on sirloin, when the
sirloin they’ve got isn’t up to much. Have a look, have a
chat, ask them what’s good, and adapt accordingly. No
butcher always has the perfect example of every cut of
meat. It just depends what’s available to them.

2. But, know what sort of meal you’re cooking.

Be adaptable, but have some idea of whether you’re
after a big, fatty rib-eye, or something lean and
delicate, like fillet. Is this a barbecue, or a dinner party?
Are you catering for a group of professional rugby
players after a training session, or is it your wedding
anniversary? You’ll need to weigh up how delicate, how
refined you want to be, against the quantity you
require, and the costs of different cuts. We will discuss
these things later, but a good butcher will be able to

suggest alternatives that fit your brief, if they can’t
supply your first choice.

3. Do you need to factor in some leeway?

How much time and attention are you going to be able
to give this? Will you be distracted by guests or other
commitments?

Some steaks are more forgiving than others. It’s
important to understand the difference, come cooking
time, between a steak that’s fundamentally leanmuscle
meat, albeit with a thick cap of fat, like a rump, and a
steak that has a lot of ‘intramuscular fat’ like rib-eye. The
more the fat runs within the muscle fibres, the less the
steak will dry out if it cooks a little too long - heat will
make that fat soft and melting. That’s quite different
from a steak with all of its fat in a fat cap. The lean meat
could still end up tough and dry if over-cooked.

CHOICES

HOW DO YOU KNOW WHAT TO BUY?



4. On that note, if you want the most succulent steak, look for good
marbling.

Intramuscular fat - the streaks of fat running through the lean meat
- is referred to as ‘marbling’. This results in a flavoursome, juicy steak,
and is accordingly highly-prized. In some parts of the world, beef is
graded, and so priced in terms of howmuchmarbling is visible in the
cross-section of the beef.

Factors that affect this marbling are the breed of the animal, the diet
it has been fed, and the age to which it is allowed to live. However, It’s
not always possible to reliably predict the level ofmarbling based on
these factors, so you’re better off asking your butcher for some
beef with great marbling, than you are asking for a grain-fed
ex-dairy cow, without seeing the meat.

Some animals are actually reared in such a way that
marbling is significantly increased. The classic example of
this is Wagyu beef. These Japanese breeds are both
genetically prone to, and fed a diet which encourages
ectopic fat storage - the storage of fat in places other than
the fat cells - including within the muscle tissue.

5. Do you have a preference for certain breeds?

A good butcher will often stock different breeds of beef, and will be
able to identify characteristics of those breeds for you, as they relate
to eating. They might suggest a breed for its flavour, size or fat
coverage. Youmight find over time that you prefer one over another,
and gravitate in that direction. But I wouldn’t prioritise that over what
any individual piece of beef looks like to you. There’s significant
variation between individual animals, as well as the genetic
variations between breeds.

16
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GRASS-FED VS GRAIN-FED BEEF

What do cows eat? Grass, obviously. Except they don’t. Typically they’re either wholly, or partially grain-fed. This
approach is a great deal cheaper and easier than feeding cows hay during the winter months. Grain also fattens
the animals quickly - it’s an unhealthy diet for them, having exactly the same effect on the animal as it does on
a human being

This fatmakes for a tasty steak, but in the sameway as it’s not great for the animal itself, it has a nutritional profile
that’s not so good for us. The fatty-acids, the ratios of polyunsaturated omega-6 to omega-3, are not what they
could be, especially if that feed also contains processed seed oils. If cattle are fed grains with pesticide on them,
harmful chemical compounds can be stored within their fat.

Shouldwe then always choose grass-fed beef? The reality, at least here in the U.K, is thatmost good beef is raised
on grass for almost its entire life. It may then be ‘grass-finished’ or ‘grain-finished’, a process by which it is fed
grain for a short period to fatten it before slaughter. The nutritional difference between these two exists, but it’s
not hugely significant when we compare either of these animals to a ‘feed-lot’ animal that has been fed vast
quantities of grain, and grain alone. That animal has had a terrible life, and a poor diet, and we should not be
eating it, or supporting this method of farming in any way.

You should try grass-fed beef, and see what you think. It’s important to confirm that it is grass-fed and finished.
It’s a little more expensive, and some prefer it, while others prefer grain-finished beef. Ask your butcher whether
they have both varieties, and consider buying some of each and doing your own comparison.
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Typically we slaughter cattle as soon as they’re fully grown, at 2-
3 years old. As discussed, this is done because once they have
reached their full weight, they have reached their full financial
potential. Beyond that point they’re costingmoney to keep, but
they’re not getting any more valuable… or are they?

Lately it seems that butchers and the public alike are becoming
aware of the advantages of letting animals live a longer life. To
pick just one example, there’s a growing market for Galician
beef, from the Galician Blonde breed, pastured for up to 15
years on the hills of northern Spain. As these animals grow
older, grazing on the pasture, they build up increasing
amounts of fat, andwithin that fat, nutrients. The fat takes
on a yellow colour, as a result of the carotene that
deposits within it. There’s an increased depth of flavour
here too, but with the potential downside that the meat is
tougher. I’ve found this isn’t always the case, especially if
the meat has been properly aged.

If you’re looking for the very best flavour, I’d suggest that it will
be found amongst this ‘older’ beef.

We are increasingly seeing ‘U.K ex-dairy’ beef cropping up on
high streets here in the U.K. The flavour is quite special, but I do
worry about quality of life of a dairy cow, when compared to say
a Galician Blonde from Spain, that has spent its life grazing on
the hills. As always we need to balance ethics against flavour.

18
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I’m not going to go into a breakdown of every possible
cut of steak, but I will offer a few thoughts on the usual
suspects:

1. Ribeye, and Côte De Boeuf (bone-in ribeye)

In recent years, the rib-eye has risen from relative
obscurity to become the most popular steak cut, and
there’s good reason for this. It’s fundamentally tender,
contains plenty of soft, melting fat, and is accordingly easy
to cook. It’s packed with flavour from the start, and works
well anywhere from rare through to medium. Most
people prefer medium rare.

2. Rump Steak

Rump, or ‘top sirloin’ as it is termed in the U.S., can be
either the best steak you’ve ever tasted, or rather tough,
and stringy. It can be deeply flavourful, and if it has a
texture to match, it’s a serious contender for the top spot.

Have a look at the grain of the meat, the thickness of the
fibres. When the butcher handles it, get a sense of how
tender it is. Just know that it can have the deeply-
flavoured fat cap of a sirloin (New York strip), combined
with the soft, yielding texture of fillet. It will depend to
some degree on ageing - how long it has had, and under
what conditions. There’s a trade-off between how long
rump is left to age, and then how much of the fat cap
needs to be trimmed away. I like some fat left onmy rump
steak, so that needs to be balanced against the extra
tenderness achieved with very long ageing times.

3. Fillet Steak

Fillet, or ‘tenderloin’ in the U.S, is an expensive, luxury cut.
It’s extremely tender, by virtue of the fact that the muscle
itself does no work, and so never develops thick, strong fi‐
bres. It usually contains little fat, and so little flavour, and
is not a particularly rewarding steak as such. The way to
eat beef fillet is to really push the boat out, buy a whole
fillet, sear and quickly roast it, before slicing it, and serving
on a summer’s day with sauces, and fresh, vibrant salads.
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4. Sirloin Steak

Sirloin, or ‘New York Strip’ in the U.S, is typically very
tender and flavourful. But it has a thick band of
connective tissue that runs in between the fat cap and
the meat. Most people don’t want to eat that, and it can
make the eating of the steak a little fussy in comparison to
a ribeye.

The sirloin takes over where the ribeye stops, and sits
opposite the fillet, separated by a thin line of bone. The
two can be served together as a T-Bone, or Porterhouse -
the difference between the two being that the
Porterhouse has a ‘proper’-sized fillet attached, where the
T-Bone just has a little section of an inch or so from the
fillet tail.

5. Chuck Steak

If you’re on a budget, there are some excellent low-
cost cuts which can compete with stuff at the top of
the price list. Some of these cuts are rather esoteric
and hard to come by, due to the small amount
available on any given animal, but in ready supply is
the chuck, taken from the shoulder.

Chuck is most often ground, or used for braising, and
is considered a tougher cut, due to the massive
amount of work that the shoulder muscles do. While
it can be tough, it can also be easily tender enough to
be cooked rare as a steak. After all, the front of the
ribeye, so highly-prized and indeed priced, joins
directly on to the chuck eye. There’s little or no
difference between a chuck end ribeye, and a rib end
chuck eye, save the fact that the chuck eye is around
one third of the price.

If you’re on a ground beef sort of budget, chuck can
be your ticket to The Land Of Steak.

“THE RIB END OF THE CHUCK EYE IS
SIMILAR TO RIBEYE”
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6. All Sorts Of Others

There are all sorts of other cuts, including the flatiron,
onglet (hanger), and bavette (flank) to name but a few.
They all have the potential to make a delicious meal if
treated the right way. As a general rule, the leaner ones are
best served rare, and those with coarser fibres must be
thinly sliced across the grain. These sorts of cuts, while
undeniably tasty, are unlikely to be your idea of the
‘perfect’ steak, when compared to a thick bone-in ribeye.

If you prefer your steak rare, or blue, youmight go for a cut
with less sinew, and connective tissue. Fillet would be the
obvious choice, but the right ribeye or rump can also be
excellent, and much as most people would baulk at
unrendered beef fat, if it’s great beef, the fat is a creamy
treat, that when properly aged is akin to a mild Swiss
cheese. It adds energy, nutrients and flavour - things that
fillet can sometimes lack. Some of the cuts with very thick
fibres, like flank or ‘bavette’ can be chewy unless they’re at
least medium rare. It depends on each individual piece,
and on how you slice the steak.

Connective tissue
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If we look at the cross-section of a ribeye, we have the
rib bone, if it’s a bone in steak, onto which is mostly
joined the ‘eye’ of the ribeye. Wrapping around that is
the rib cap or ‘Spinalis Dorsi’ - that wonderful,
succulent, open-grained, fattier, melting part of the
ribeye steak.

You may well have wished, while tucking into a ribeye,
that you could have more of that section, and perhaps
less of the eye, which while delicious is relatively leaner
and rather less exciting.Well, you can - you can prepare
the Spinalis Dorsi as a steak - a luxury, highly-prized one
at that, with a price to match.

You’ll rarely find it displayed in a butcher. You’d have to
ask for it, and they may want you to buy the eye too, as
that would be harder to sell on its own. You can cut it
yourself, by buying a rolled ribeye roast, and using the
tip of a boning knife, as well as your hands, to gently
‘peel’ the rib cap off the eye. The two sections are
separated by some tough strands of collagenous
tissue, which while perfectly edible in the short inch or
two that runs through the cross section of a ribeye
steak, will, when it comes to the Spinalis Dorsi cut, run
across the length of one surface of the steak. They need
to be carefully trimmed away, because in longer

lengths like that, they’ll be difficult to eat. What you
wind up with is rather like the most succulent,
flavourful, tender flank or bavette you’ve ever had.

Spinalis is surely a luxury, and one that’s considered the
finest steak cut in the world by some chefs and
butchers. It’s best cooked quickly over hot coals.

The question then remains, what do you do with the
eye? Cook it as you would a fillet of beef. It’s a superb
cut in its own right, and those who prefer a leaner cut
will greatly appreciate it.

SPINALIS DORSI, THE KING OF STEAKS
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At this point we need to talk about thickness. It’s a crucial factor in our
final analysis, and we need to communicate very clearly with our
butcher if he or she is to cut our steaks for us, rather than leaving us to
do that later.

A steak can be either too thick, or too thin.

If it’s too thick, we begin to lose the desired ratio of crisp, salty crust to
succulent rare meat within. The overall experience becomes a little
under-seasoned if we’re not careful. It’s for this reason that a forerib
roast, effectively a very thick ribeye, is generally served with a strongly-
flavoured sauce, or gravy.

If, on the other hand, our steak is too thin we can all too easily end up
with either an over-cooked steak, taken too far in an attempt to form an
acceptable crust, or an anaemic one, lacking the depth of flavour, and
contrasting texture that the crust would have provided, in order to
prevent the inside from over-cooking.

My recommendation would be that the best steaks are the thicker
ones, and that somewhere between 1 and 2 inches is a good point to
shoot for. I’d suggest that it’s far better for two people to share a 1.5 inch
to 2 inch ribeye, than for each to have a ¾ inch steak of their own.

THICKNESS
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We need to pay close attention to how we store our steak.

If it’s vac-sealed, or wrapped in paper in the fridge, the myoglobin that
leaks out of the meat over time is going to make the surface of the meat
slightly soggy. It will discolour to an unappetising greenish brown, and
that wet, stickiness will make it more difficult to form a deep, golden, salty
crust when we come to cook it.

Just as bad as leaving it packaged, is to place it flat on a dish, tray or plate.
The same process will occur, albeit only on that bottom surface. Ideally
you want air to be able to flow freely around all sides of the meat. The
simple, and affordable way to achieve this is to remove the meat
immediately from any packaging, and place it on a roasting rack, over a
tray or dish in the fridge.

Ideally, we place raw meat on the lowest shelf of the fridge, to minimise
the chance of liquid leaking down onto products that are ‘ready to eat’. Of
course, many of us are happy to eat ourmeat raw anyway, but guests may
not be, and this is best practice.

Individual pre-cut steaks can sit in the fridge happily for a couple of days,
but there will come a point when the edges dry out rather too much, and
the ageing process begins anew. We don’t really want that, so if you’re
planning to buy much earlier than a day or two before, you may consider
buying a larger piece, and cutting steaks off that as you need.

Freezing: You could freeze the steaks, but when you do that they’ll
undergo a process of myoglobin loss on defrosting. Freezing steaks
doesn’t make much difference to wet-aged, or very fresh beef, but it can
be a bit of a downgrade for dry-aged cuts. If you do freeze steaks, it pays
to vacuum-seal them first: This prevents freezer burn from affecting the
surface of themeat, andmakes for quicker and easier defrosting in a bowl
of cold water.

1. Get the meat out of the packaging

2. Place it on a roasting rack, over a tray, in the bottom of the fridge

3. After 48 hours, youmay need to remove the exposed edges, thus losing
volume.
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There’s a significant difference between seasoning meat
before cooking, and trying to achieve the same result
after the fact. When we season in advance, we sear the
salt into the crust of the steak, we dissolve it into the
surface of the meat, melting it in the fats and juices of the
steak.

The pack divides when we start to talk about how far in
advance this needs to be done. Somewill say that doing it
a few hours ahead of time allows the salt to penetrate the
surface of the meat, and season ‘from within’. In my
experience, salt doesn’t penetrate far into the meat at all.
You get more penetration from wet brining, where you’re
using heavily salted water to carry the seasoning into, say
a chicken, by means of osmotic pressure, but in the
context of dry-brining a steak, there’s little difference
between a couple of minutes and a couple of hours.

When we consider what we’re getting in the context of a
mouthful of steak, there will be a balance of salty crust,
against the soft, rare, less-salty interior. We are getting
both, so effectively we can’t then discern that there’s little
penetration of that seasoning. It’s a different scenario to

that of a large roast, where we might well get a
mouthful with no external crust. As mentioned above,
this is why roasts are often servedwith a sauce, and it’s
also why, for example, thick barbecued cuts, like pork
‘butt’ or shoulder, tend to be ‘pulled’. What’s
happening there is that the heavily smoked and
seasoned exterior is being blended through the
relatively bland interior. This is not something we
need to be so concerned with, due to our much
higher ratio of exterior to interior.

Once we season the meat, it’s going to start to cure.
Nothing will happen all that fast, but if we were to
season a steak, say 48 hours in advance, by the time
we came to eat it, we’d start to see some changes
occurring on the surface of the meat, undesirably, a
degree of ‘thickening’ of the surface texture. There’s a
reason we don’t tend to cook cured meats like bacon
in this way - they tend to be sliced first.

SEASONING
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I season immediately before cooking, with the
exception of ‘sous vide’ steak - cooked through in a
water bath - which I season between the sous vide and
searing stages (for reasons outlined in the sous vide
section, in Part 2 INDOOR COOKING). Some people
prefer to season a few hours in advance, or perhaps the
day before.

Experiment, and take a position of your own on this. Do
be aware that when you season, water will start to form
on the surface of the meat. This then evaporates, or
according to some is ‘reabsorbed’ (I guess we’d need a
very accurate weighing scale to find out which it is) and
this process should be given time to unfold before you
cook, as we want a dry surface on the meat beforehand.
Therefore, if you dowish to season in advance, I’d stick to
a maximum of 24 hours, and a minimum of say 3 hours.
If you do seemoisture on the surface of the steak, I’d pat
it dry with a clean cloth, or paper towel, but don’t rely on
this practice, as it will make it hard to judge how much
salt you’ve left on the steak, and how much you’ve
mopped away.

A lot more than most people think. As the salt hits your
palate it opens up your taste buds, which then flood
with the flavour of the beef itself as you chew each bite.
One of the primary differences between restaurant food
and home cooking is the amount that a professional
chef will season, and the way in which they will do that.
If we under-season, the steak can be bland - we’re not
maximising the flavour that we could experience. As we
increase the seasoning, the flavour takes on an
increasingly deeper intensity, until the point where it
suddenly becomes too much, and we find it acrid,
unpleasant, even nauseating. How do we gauge the
sweet spot?

As individuals we have different requirements for salt,
based on our physiology, whether we’re eating a low-
carb or high-carb diet, whether we habitually eat
processed foods or not, whether we drink diuretic
beverages like coffee, how much exercise we’re taking,
the temperature...the list goes on. Accordingly, that
sweet spot is different for all of us. That point at which
we move from eye-rolling, mouth-watering depth of
flavour to a degree of acrid unpleasantness varies.

This presents us with a challenge: If we’re cooking only
for ourselves, we can tread the fine line of our personal
preference, but if we’re cooking for other people,

so when should we season? So how much salt do we need to use?
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we need to ensure that they’re not overwhelmed. So, we
need to do two things - Firstly we need to work out our
own set point, and then we need to establish whether
that’s about right for other people, or whether we need
to tone it down a notch when cooking for them. I’ve
learned that I have to hold back a little when seasoning
for my friends. This is because my own diet contains
absolutely no processed food where the salt content is
high, but engineered to be less obvious, and I’m
ketogenic (I eat so little carbohydrate that my body
relies more on fat-based energy in the form of ketones)
which wastes salt via the kidneys - I’m both losing salt,
and eating no ‘hidden’ salt. I only eat two meals a day,
and can therefore add far more salt to my food, than
those eating more meals, containing more salt straight
out of the packet.

The factors to consider:

1. The thicker the steak, the lower the proportion of
seasoned crust to unseasoned interior, and so the more
seasoning we need to apply to the surface.

2.Wemight need to season a steakmore liberally for the
grill, or barbecue, than we would for the skillet.

As we cook, some of the seasoning, especially larger
crystals or flakes will fall off the steak. If we’re cooking
over a grill, using charcoal or wood, that seasoning is
going to fall through into the coals and so be lost. If, on
the other hand, we’re cooking in a skillet, the seasoning
will be retained, andmay subsequently re-adhere to the
surface of the steak.

3. The type of salt we choose will affect how much
adheres to the surface, without falling off during
cooking.

Larger flakes, or coarse crystals will fall away more
readily than a finely-ground crystal, or a very small rolled
flake, like kosher salt.

4. Different brands, and varieties have different
perceived levels of saltiness.

Some salt can be mild, almost sweet, while another can
be very strongly salty. Find one or two that you like and
stick with them. If you keep changing brands, you won’t
be able to have confidence in your seasoning. Needless
to say, cooking for guests is not the moment to start
experimenting with a new variety.

5. Use a quality salt.

The typical finely-ground ‘table salt’ that you find in the
supermarket, laden with iodine and flow agents, is a far
cry from a quality, pure sea salt. It tends to have a nasty
bitterness about it.

6. Establish a preference.

Both the bursts of flavour from larger flakes, and the
deep, even, savoury flavour that comes from a generous
dusting of rolled kosher, or finely ground salt can work
well.

N.B. I WOULD CAUTION AGAINST VERY COARSE
‘ROCK SALT’ CRYSTALS WHICH CAN BE SOMEWHAT
TOOTH-SHATTERING, AND CAN LODGE IN THE
MOUTH OR THROAT AND SLOWLY DISSOLVE,
YIELDING TOO MUCH INTENSE ‘BURN’ IN THE
PROCESS.

The upshot of all this is that we really need to
experiment.

As mentioned above we’re probably going to find
initially that we need a lotmore thanwe thought. A little
pinch in the middle of the steak isn’t going to do it.
Season it all over, including the edges. You need to really
see it on the surface. Hold the steak over a board or tray,
and sprinkle generously, from a height, so that it
distributes evenly, without worrying if some of it misses.
Sweep it up into another handful and keep going. In her
stellar culinary exposé, ‘Salt Fat Acid Heat’ (Canongate
Books, 2017), Samin Nosrat talks about scattering
Diamond Crystal Kosher salt from an upturned palm, as
if ‘sowing seeds’, covering the surface of the meat in a
layer that resembles a light scattering of snow.
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You may hear chefs from some of the world’s finest steak restaurants
talking about throwing fistfuls of salt at a steak - whatever sticks to the
surface being the right amount. Until you’ve gone a bit too far, you really
won’t know for sure.

What about pepper, or other seasonings?

For me, no. If you wish to season with pepper, apply coarse-ground, or
cracked black pepper to the rested steak before serving. We’re going to
cook steak hot, and that high heat doesn’t do pepper any favours - it’s
better added later.

Equally herbs will burn if they’re exposed to too much heat, so they will
be added late in the cooking, or possibly afterwards.

Personally, I believe that the greatest steak needs nothing other than
salt, and that it’s actually a shame to add anything that will prevent the
diner from having the opportunity to experience the pure flavour of that
beef. That doesn’t mean that I won’t serve an accompaniment, like salsa
verde, dijon vinaigrette, fresh pesto or horseradish cream - something
that balances the dish in someway, but I don’t want to apply something
to the steak that will impose itself on each and every mouthful.
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Allow meat to come to room temperature before
cooking, placed on a roasting rack (protected with a
mesh screen if there are any insects around).

Before we put anything into a pan we need to let the
steak come up to room temperature.

If it’s still cold, it will cook less evenly, and we risk a
scenario in which the outside is overdone, while the
inside remains cold, or underdone.

When we cook a piece of meat, the heat is transferred
from the outside inwards. The heat source cooks the
outer layers, and the outer layers cook the inner layers.
Now, if the centre is cold, we need to supply heat to the
outside for a longer time, to provide enough energy to
warm that centre to our target temperature. This results
in a progressively greater degree of cooking on all but
that cold centre section. What we tend to find is that we
can’t get that even degree of rare, or medium rare
doneness across the width of the steak. Either the very
centre ends up at the target temperature, with majority
of the meat overcooked, or the majority is ok, but the
very centre is still cold, and underdone.

This problem is exacerbated if we rely on a method that
requires consistently high heat for a shorter time, and
mitigated by a longer cook at a lower temperature. This
is because the temperature of the meat can never
exceed the temperature of the cooking medium: If we
supply heat at 200ºC, and we have to wait a longer time
for a cold centre to reach 50℃, a greater depth of the
meat will have risen well above that 50℃ target, and
thus be over-cooked. But if we supply heat at the target
temperature of 50℃, no part of the cut will rise above
that temperature, and if we’re patient, the centre will
equalise in temperature with the outer layers. These two
examples represent the difference between a ‘start to
finish’ cook in a skillet, for example, and a sous vide
reverse sear. In Part 2, INDOOR COOKING, we will look
into these cooking methods in detail.

Furthermore, cold meat holds watery myoglobin within
it. As we apply heat, this liquid will leak out. The more
water coming out of our steak as we cook, the more
difficulty we will have in achieving the crust we want,

and the more chance that the fat will cool, water will
pool around the steak, and the meat will start to boil,
rather than sear. Accordingly, we want our meat to be
fairly dry when we start cooking, so thorough
defrosting, if frozen, and allowing to come to room
temperature is an important part of achieving that.

You’ll often read recipes that suggest that you ‘leave the
steak out of the fridge for half an hour to come up to
room temperature’ - well, perhaps half an hour, if the
steak is very thin, and sitting next to a radiator. I stuck a
probe in a fridge-cold steak and left it out in a 22ºC room
for half an hour. It had come up to only 8.9ºC, which is
only fractionally above the maximum acceptable
temperature for a fridge. Clearly, to climb to room
temperature may take a great deal longer, depending
on the thickness of the steak, the temperature of the
room, and that of the fridge.

So why do all these chefs say half an hour? Are their
kitchens incredibly hot? Actually, yes. Are they idiots?
No.

The reason they’re saying this, I’m guessing, is that the
Food Standards Agency here in the U.K. suggest a 30
minute time limit on the preparation of high protein
foods at room temperature. They stipulate that high risk
foods like raw meat should not be left out for long
periods of time. It’s not a great idea for a professional
chef in a commercial kitchen to go against the FSA. I’m
sure similar guidelines exist in other countries too.

This does pose a question around how steaks can be
served rare, when the guidelines state that meat should
always be heated to a minimum core temperature of
75°C. That would be one extremely well-done steak! The
answer is that chefs simply ignore the guidelines in that
respect, and I imagine they don’t want to stick their
necks further above the parapet by suggesting that
people leave raw meat out on the counter for long
periods of time.

The reality of this is that the longer you leave meat out,
the more chance there is that it could become
contaminated by bacteria, e.g by flies getting to it, and
the more chance there is that any bacteria already on
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the surface will start to multiply. However, these bacteria exist only on the
surface of the steak, not within the interior, and the temperatures that we
typically use for searing are more than sufficient to eradicate them.

Obviously people eat rare, and even raw steaks every day, and if they were
dropping left, right and centre with food poisoning, restaurants would
simply not be able to serve those dishes. They would all be shut down
immediately.

What you do in your own home is up to you. You must make your own
decisions around what you feel is safe. The costs and benefits of doing this
exist on a sliding scale: find a balance between risk and temperature that
works for you. Personally I like to see an internal temperature of at least
15℃ or so, and I have no problem leavingmy steaks out in order to achieve
that. In summer I will cover them with mesh screens to prevent insects
from getting to the meat.

Keep the steak on the rack: As any water and sticky myoglobin is
released, you don’t want the steak to be sitting, soggily in a pool of it. Use
a piece of kitchen paper towel to just pat the underside dry if required.
Don’t turn the steak over, because then you’ll just get that leakage from
the other surface too.

TIP - BUY SPARE ROASTING RACKS FOR STORING, AND RESTING
STEAKS.
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Welcome to Part 2 of The Ruston’s Boneyard Guide to Steak. In Part
1, we covered sourcing, choosing, storing and preparing our steak.
By this point, we should have a great piece ofmeat, neither toowet,
nor dried out, sitting on a rack, well-seasoned and at room
temperature. Now, the bit we’ve all been waiting for, the cooking of
that steak.

When we cook steak, our primary goal is to create a crisp, salty
crust on the outside, while maintaining the required level of
doneness on the inside. We don’t want a burnt crust with a raw,
cold interior, neither do we want a grey, watery exterior with an
overdone centre.

When choosing a method, we need to consider

1. The thickness of our steak
2. The toolswe have available
3. How many steaks we need to prepare at once
4. Howmuch attentionwe will be able to devote to the task at any
given stage.

It’s no good trying to cook steaks for a family gathering one at a
time in a ten inch skillet - that might be better handled on a large
gas grill, covered in Part 3 - OUTDOOR COOKING. Equally, If we
know we’re going to be distracted, it might be better to go for a
method that doesn’t require us to be constantly at the hob for the
entire cooking time. The best method in any given situation might
not be our personal favourite. All the methods we’re going to talk
about are capable of excellent results.
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WHY ARE THERE NO SPECIFIC TIMINGS?

As you read this guide, you will notice that I avoid giving specific
timings, and identify constant confounders and caveats to the
advice given. The reason for this is that the way to master steak
cookery is to truly grasp the factors that influence it. Every
individual piece of meat is different. We need to develop an
intuitive understanding, not simply follow the averaged timings on
a recipe, one that can only guess what we actually have in front of
us. My aim here is to pass on knowledge, not Ikea instructions. Your
own equipment and preferences will dictate your exact target
temperatures. Practice, gain experience, keep notes of what works
best. Make the process your own.



Throughout this Indoor Cooking section, we will be
using added fat both to cook, and to sear the meat.

It’s important that we use a high quality animal fat -
beef dripping (tallow), lard, bacon fat, duck or goose fat
perhaps. Yes, these fats are more expensive and difficult
to obtain than the ubiquitous vegetable oil, but it’s
crucial that we don’t use that:

Why not vegetable oil?

Originally an industrial lubricant, now chemically
deodorised and coloured for human consumption,
vegetable oil is one of those things that in decades to
come will not be permitted in our food supply. We will
wonder how it ever was. When American cancer
researcher Dr Thomas Seyfried was asked what he
would do if wanted to GET cancer, he replied ‘I’d smoke,
and I’d eat processed vegetable oils’.

Vegetable oil is an unstable polyunsaturated fat,
chemically extracted from plant seeds. Without going
too far into the weeds, fats are carbon chains, with
oxygen and hydrogen molecules bonded to them. A
saturated fat has all available bonds used, and has no
spare bonds left to react with other molecules in its
environment. A monounsaturated fat has a single
available bond, whereas a polyunsaturated fat has
multiple available bonds.

This means that polyunsaturated fats have the most
potential for chemical reactions within the body, and
thus the most potential for what is called ‘oxidative
stress’. Studies have linked these reactions to a laundry
list of diseases, which makes for some faintly terrifying
reading - see the article linked in the ADDENDUM, from
The Weston A Price Foundation and Investigative
Journalist Nina Teichholz. When we heat these
substances, we make all this far worse.

This category includes almost every plant-based oil
(sunflower, safflower, rapeseed, corn, canola, groundnut
etc), with a handful of exceptions, including olive oil,
coconut oil and avocado oil. Olive oil, almost entirely
monounsaturated, is actually quite stable when
subjected to heat, but it’s a strong flavour, as is extra-

virgin avocado oil. Coconut oil, a highly stable saturated
fat, is even better in that respect, but again, likely to
impart a flavour that we don’t want.

Most people don’t realise that naturally occurring fats
are not entirely composed of a single type, but are
actually a combination of saturated, monounsaturated
and polyunsaturated fatty acids. It usually comes as a
surprise to learn that less than half of beef, or lamb fat is
saturated, and that pork fat - lard - is some 45%
monounsaturated - the type of fat that predominantly
makes up olive oil. A good indicator of the stability of a
fat - how much of it is saturated - is how solid it is at
room temperature.

N.B. WHEN RUMINANT ANIMALS ARE ENTIRELY GRASS-
FED, THE SMALL PORTION OF THEIR FAT THAT IS
POLYUNSATURATED HAS A PREFERABLE RATIO OF
ANTI-INFLAMMATORY OMEGA 3, TO INFLAMMATORY
OMEGA 6 FATTY ACIDS.

Beef tallow is the ideal fat for steak cookery. It’s stable,
and is going to enhance the flavour of the beef, rather
than detract from it. It’s expensive to buy it in any sort of
quantity, but we can make it easily:

Ask your butcher for any spare fat trimmings, beef suet,
fat cap sections from foreribs etc. Grind the fat, or finely
dice it: The smaller the pieces, the more liquid fat will
render out of it. Set it over a low heat, in a large pan, and
wait patiently. As it renders, water will boil off, the solids
will form ‘cracklings’ and the pool of liquid gold will stop
bubbling. At that point you’ve likely got what it’s going
to give you, and you can strain the fat through a sieve
into a large bowl. Let the cracklings cool, season them
with salt, and eat them as a treat. They’re best if the fat
was diced rather than ground, so there’s a trade-off
between yield, and the prospect of a tastier bowl of
cracklings. You can store the tallow in the fridge for
ages.

We often need quite large quantities of fat. Duck and
goose fats, while not quite as good in their fatty acid
profile as ruminant fats like beef, or lamb, are available
in 1L tubs, which makes them a convenient option.
There’s nothing wrong with mixing fats together to
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increase the quantity. If you need to add some lard, or duck fat to your
beef tallow, feel free.

N.B. AS DISCUSSED IN THE FORTHCOMING SECTION, THE SKILLET, WE
CAN OFTEN RENDER A USEFUL QUANTITY OF FAT OUT OF A THICKER FAT
CAP ON A SIRLOIN (NEW YORK STRIP) OR RUMP (TOP SIRLOIN) STEAK.

What about butter? Butter is an excellent fat, but the dairy solids within
it will burn at high temperatures, leaving it blackened and bitter. We
certainly use it in steak cookery (see the Finishing With Butter section
under THE SKILLET), but not as the primary source of fat. You could use
clarified butter, or ghee, as the solids are skimmed off, leaving just the
pure fat.
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As we come to the cooking process, we need to decide on
our desired level of doneness - rare, medium rare, or at a
push, medium.

Medium rare is the generally the most popular choice,
and what a chef will typically serve you if you don’t specify
otherwise. Some prefer fattier cuts, like ribeye, to be
slightly more cooked than lean steaks, so that the larger
blocks of fat are rendered out. My personal preference is
for steak to be cooked rare.

We measure the degree of doneness in terms of
temperature, specifically the maximum temperature
that the meat has reached internally.

Recipe books make all sorts of recommendations for
timings. These are subject to a degree of averaging: The
actual timing depends on the thickness of the steak, the
starting temperature of themeat, the amount of heat the
hob, or grill can muster, the water content and ratio of fat
to lean. There’s no point trying tomentally juggle all these
variables, in an attempt to predict the cooking time, when
there’s a better way.

You will also read about judging doneness by prodding
the steak, and comparing the resistance to that of the
muscle at the base of your thumb. Again, that’s subject to
a degree of guesswork. The ‘thumb’ tenderness test
depends on how tender the steak was before cooking: A
very soft steak, with little in the way of robust muscle
fibres, a fillet for example, is going to want to feel a good
deal more squidgy than certain examples of rump steak,
or bavette, which can sometimes have quite thick, stringy
fibres. It’s not total nonsense - it gives a good sense of how
things are progressing. Provided your steak isn’t too thick,
and you’re prodding it away from any collagenous
structures, it can be useful - useful, but fundamentally
unreliable.

It would be arguably better to fall back on instinct, and
experience. But you’re here because you want to cook
your steak perfectly, and the way to achieve that is to
check the internal temperature by the use of a quick-
reading probe. You won’t find a professional chef without
one, whether they always use it or not.
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These are available as hand-held folding probes, ideal for cooking over
direct heat, where you’re moving the meat around regularly, or as wired
probes, designed to be left in place while the meat cooks through at a
slower pace, in the oven, barbecue or grill. The best of these devices are
the ETI Thermapen IV folding probe (branded as Thermoworks in the
U.S.), the ETI ThermaQ Wifi Professional, and the Thermoworks Smoke
series, wired barbecue probes.

“ETI THERMAPEN MK4 PROFESSIONAL”

““ETI THERMAQ WIFI PROFESSIONAL””
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When checking the temperature with a folding probe,
insert it slowly, watch for changes in temperature as you
go deeper, and wait to find the coolest part of the steak. If
you shove the probe in too fast, you may go deeper than
you think, and pass through cooler sections without read‐
ing the temperature there. It can be rather difficult to
judge sometimes. The advantage of a Thermapen is that it
reads fast. If you use cheap, lower quality probes, you will
need to really go slowly to give the probe a few seconds to
catch up. Here are a few tips:

It can help to insert the probe from the side, so that you
can get it exactly in the centre.

Pull the probe slowly back through the meat, to get a
picture of the level of doneness in different parts of the
steak.

Another trick is to hold the tip of the probe against the side
of the steak, positioning it half way up, then move your
finger tips to the point where the barrel of the probe lines
up with the surface of the steak. You should now have just
a short section of the probe tip protruding from between
your finger tips. Push that into the steak, stopping as your
fingers touch the surface.

There’s onemore thing worth keeping in mind: Steaks can
be uneven in terms of thickness. This can be because once
they are cut and laid down on their side, some parts of the

steak ‘spread out’ more than others. This tends to happen
when a steak has a variety of different textures within a
single cut. A typical example would be a ribeye. The ‘eye’
portion can sit taller than the more openly textured meat
of the Spinalis Dorsi. Another example might be a
Porterhouse, in which the smaller fillet section will tend to
cook faster than the larger, denser sirloin. In these
scenarios you may get a more even result with sous vide,
and/or you may decide to check the temperature in a
number of different areas, rather than just in that thickest
part of the eye, which would be the obvious thing to do.

If you’re leaving a wired probe in place while a steak cooks
through, by choosing the thickest part of the thickest
steak, there’s a risk that the majority of the meat may
overcook. It’s better to place the probe in what you
perceive to be the ‘average’ location. If you have steaks of
varying thickness, place the probe in the thinnest steak,
removing that one when it’s done, and transferring the
probe to one of the thicker ones.

TIP: PROVIDED YOUR WIRED PROBE GENERATES AN
ACCURATE READING QUICKLY, IT’S POSSIBLE TO USE IT
FOR BOTH PURPOSES. WHETHER IN THE KITCHEN, OR OUT
ON THE GRILL OR BARBECUE, WE CAN GRAB THE WIRED
PROBE AND USE IT AS A HAND-HELD DEVICE. IT’S NOT AS
ELEGANT AN APPROACH, BUT IT CAN SAVE THE COST OF
BUYING TWO DEVICES.

CHECKING TEMPERATURE



So what sort of temperature are we looking for on the
probe?

We need to distinguish between the temperature at
which we take the steak off the heat, and the maximum
internal temperature at any point during the entire
process, which dictates the level of doneness. These
temperatures are not one and the same, because after we
remove the steak, it will retain heat, and so continue to
cook, as it rests, in a process known as ‘carry-over’. We
need to allow for that. We will discuss resting in detail
later, but ideally we would wait for the cooking process to
complete before cutting the meat.

How much carry-over will there be? This is a very good
question, and again, I’m afraid it comes down to instinct.
I’d love to say that it will come up exactly X number of
degrees but it’s just not that simple. A bigger piece of
meat will retain heat for longer than a smaller one. The
longer we have applied intense heat to the meat, the
longer it will take for that heat to dissipate. This means
that the cooking method changes things - a sous vide
cook, where the temperature never rises above the target,
followed by a quick sear, will have less carry-over than a
cook where the meat spends a quite a fewminutes being
subject to temperatures far higher than the target. Again,
fat and water content will likely play a role. It’s perfectly
possible for a steak to come up by around 10℃, taking it
from rare, all the way to medium.

I’ll list some example temperatures below, but please bear
in mind that for the reasons discussed above, you might
need to tweak these to suit your preference, and the sort

of steaks you’re regularly buying.

As a rough guide, you could consider the following
maximum internal temperatures:

Rare - 50ºC
Medium rare - 55ºC
Medium - 60ºC.

For temperatures in Fahrenheit, see the temperature
conversion chart in the ADDENDUM.

As mentioned previously, we might want to tweak these
temperatures to our exact preference. This is something
we need to get a feel for. We need that experience behind
us to tell us what an individual steak needs, in order to
achieve our personal ideal, or that of our guest. Forme, it’s
a crime to take a steak up past medium rare, but each to
their own.

I do draw the line at well-cooked steaks. If you want well-
cooked meat, go for something that suits that - a slow-
cooked short rib, braised chuck, beef shin, ox cheeks or
tongue. All these things will break down into a wonderful,
sticky, delicious treat, without anyone having to ruin a
perfectly good piece of steak.
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MYTH BUST

Youmight read that fattier cuts should be cooked at
least to medium rare, because it’s necessary to cook
the fat to make it palatable and digestible. This is
complete nonsense. Raw beef fat is not only
delicious, but actually rather more digestible than
rendered fat, which can cause problems for some.
This is likely because it takes longer to digest the
structure of raw fat than it does liquid fat, and
therefore does not require so much bile production
in a short space of time - some people struggle to
produce bile quickly, while some produce it, but
then struggle to re-absorb it. If bile is not reabsorbed
it moves too far into the large intestine, and can
cause a bit of ‘gastrointestinal distress’.
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FOOD SAFETY AND STEAK

But what about bacteria? Do we need to cook steak
to a minimum temperature to kill off any nasties?

We need to be aware that the outer surface of any
piece of meat may become contaminated with
bacteria at some stage during its journey from the
animal to the kitchen. An obvious way in which this
might happen is when a butcher uses the same
knives and boards for all their raw produce, exposing
the cut surface of a steak to campylobacter (bacteria
that can cause food-poisoning) from chicken
prepared beforehand. But this bacteria is not going
to penetrate into the interior of the steak. We can eat
that interior raw, provided we ensure that we’ve
applied enough heat to the surface to kill anything
that may have taken up residence there.

I often eat meat entirely raw. I buy large, sub-primal
cuts from my butcher, whom I trust absolutely to
prepare those for me in a beef-only environment. I
cut the meat myself as required. If I need to buy from
a less reliable source, it’s a simple matter of trimming
the outer layers and cooking those off in a pan.

Now, I say ‘less reliable’ at the risk of making it sound
as if this is somehow bad-practice on the part of a
butcher. It isn’t. Butchers don’t expect people to eat
their steak completely raw, and they’re not required
to separate raw beef from raw pork or chicken.
Assume that they have not done so unless you’re
specifically told otherwise.



In the context of cooking steak indoors, our primary tool
is the skillet.

When we talk about a skillet, we’re talking about a solid,
cast iron or carbon steel frying pan. We want
something that holds a lot of heat. We do not use non-
stick pans in this context, because they cannot take the
sort of temperatures we’re dealing with.

When we cook in a skillet, we first need to understand
that it’s not the surface of the pan that cooks the steak,
it’s the fat (be sure to read the FATS section). The role of
the skillet is to provide a consistent supply of heat to
that fat, so that it maintains its temperature.

We want a generous depth of fat, and so plenty of
contact with the steak. At the very least, the base of the
skillet wants to be submerged. To that end the skillet
doesn’t want to be too much bigger than the quantity
of steak we need to cook.

“IF THERE ISN’T ENOUGH FAT IN THE SKILLET, WE END UP

WITH DRY, BURNT PATCHES ON THE SURFACE OF THE

STEAK, RATHER THAN A DEEP, CRISP CRUST”
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THE SKILLET



TIP - THIS IS A GREAT ‘GET OUT OF JAIL FREE’ CARD IN
THE EVENTUALITY THAT YOU FIND YOUR CUPBOARD
BARE OF FATS: RENDER FAT OUT OF THE FAT CAP OF A
RIBEYE, RUMP OR SIRLOIN THAT HAS THICK FAT COVER‐
AGE. IF WE USE LOCKING TONGS TO SUPPORT THE
STEAK UP ON EDGE IN THE SKILLET AS IT HEATS, THE
FAT WILL GRADUALLY START TO RENDER OUT. DON’T
LET THE SKILLET GET SO HOT THAT THE FAT CAP BURNS
BEFORE GIVING UP A DECENT QUANTITY OF RENDER.
ONCE YOU HAVE A SATISFACTORY AMOUNT OF FAT YOU
CAN CONTINUE THE PROCESS AS DESCRIBED BELOW.
CLEARLY THERE’S GOING TO BE A LIMIT TO THE YIELD
OF ANY GIVEN FAT CAP, AND WE MIGHT HAVE TO AC‐
CEPT THAT WE WON’T GET AS MUCH DEPTH OF FAT AS
WE’D IDEALLY LIKE.

We mustn’t crowd the pan: If you’re cooking a number
of steaks, don’t be tempted to squeeze that extra one in
- give them space.

If the pan doesn’t provide heat to the fat, or if we do
pack in a quantity that asks too much in terms of the
provision of heat, the temperature of the fat will drop,
the moisture that comes out of the steak as it cooks will
not evaporate instantly, and the steak will boil. Instead
of a crisp, golden crust, with a succulent rare interior,
we’ll get a soggy, grey surface, and in an attempt to get
it to crisp up, we’ll leave it in too long, and end up over‐
cooking the interior.

“IF THE FAT IS NOT HOT ENOUGH, WATERY LIQUID POOLS

AROUND THE STEAK”

How hot you go depends primarily on how thick the
steak is. If it’s thin, you want to go smoking hot, because
otherwise you’re not going to form an adequate crust
before the steak cooks through and is overdone. If it’s
thick, on the other hand, you need to ensure that you
don’t burn the outside as you attempt to achieve the
desired internal temperature.

So, we need to balance temperature against thickness.
Say, for example, that a thick steak needs a total cooking
time of twelve minutes. Leaving it on one side for six or
more, is going to require a lower temperature, in order
to avoid it burning. As we drop the temperatures, we
run the risk of boiling the meat. This is why the method
doesn’t tend to suit a very thick steak, which might be
better REVERSE SEARED, or OVEN FINISHED, processes
which separate the searing and cooking phases.

You need to develop a feel for temperature, but I’d
suggest that for most steaks, you want to be ’medium
hot’ rather than ‘smoking hot’.

Other relevant factors include the temperature of the
steak itself, and how much water is contained within -
as we cook, this watery liquid will work its way out of the
steak. The fat needs to be hot enough to instantly
evaporate that liquid, without losing a lot of
temperature and allowing it to start boiling the meat.
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1. Get the skillet, and the fat hot.

2. Clamp the seasoned steak in a pair of locking tongs,
and place it into the fat, up on edge, with the tongs
supported on the rim of the skillet.

Start with the fat cap side, and rotate it at intervals to
achieve some good colour. It’s really important that we
get the edges crisp, and it pays to get ourselves some of
the way there at the start, so that once we’re down on
the flat sides, we have the option of taking it out the
second we feel that it’s had enough cooking. Bear in
mind that the edges will cook a little more as we go.

“A REALLY THICK STEAK WILL BALANCE ON EDGE WITH‐

OUT THE NEED FOR LOCKING TONGS”

Obviously, the thinner the steak, the more the edges
will be in contact with the deep fat, and there comes a
point at which there’s nothing to be gained by doing
those edges first. This decision will be made for you,
because a steak that’s thin enough won’t stand up on
edge anyway, locking tongs or not.

3. Place the steak down flat on its side.

Hopefully therewill be a fairly dramatic sizzle, and a rush
of steam as the cooler meat hits the hot fat. All good -
this is the stuff of Maillard reactions. Leave it there. Don’t
be tempted to start flipping it every five seconds. Ideally
we want to turn this steak once, and once only.

It’s going to want a bit more time on that first side, than

on the second. How much obviously depends on the
thickness, and how cooked you want it. I’d suggest that
it’s going to need at least a couple of minutes unless it’s
really thin.

4. Turn the steak.

When a superb crust has formed on that first side (take
a peek), lift the steak up, out of the skillet with your
tongs, and crank the heat on the hob. You want to get
some heat back into the fat now, as you’re about to
introduce the ‘cold’ second side of the steak, and what
was at ‘ticking along nicely’ temperature, could become
rather lacklustre. Just hang onto to the steak for a
minute as some heat comes back, and then return the
steak on that second side.

Again, don’t touch it for a minute or two. If you feel in
retrospect that that first side could use a littlemore love,
take a spoon, and rapidly spoon hot fat from the edge of
the pan over the exposed surface. You’ll see it quickly
start to sizzle as the fat makes contact.

5. Check the temperature

Grab your folding probe and see what’s happening
internally. Check the steak at various depths, and in
various places. Some bits may cook faster than others.
Some bits may be thicker than others. Remember that
it’s better to have a tiny portion of the thickest part a
little under, than that same tiny portion just perfect, but
the vast majority of the steak over. There will be some
carry-over cooking to account for - anticipate around
10℃ for a steak of reasonable thickness. I’d be looking for
the following approximate targets:

Rare - 40℃
Medium Rare - 45℃
Medium - 50℃

6. As soon as you hit your target, take the steak off and
rest it on a roasting rack.
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TIP - WHAT IF YOUR PAN DOES LOSE HEAT?

LET’S SAY YOU’RE COOKING AWAY, AND INSTEAD OF A
FINE MIST OF INCENDIARY FAT DROPLETS TEEMING IN
THE AIR ABOVE THE DEAFENING SIZZLE OF YOUR
SKILLET, YOU’VE GOT A RATHER LACKLUSTRE
BUBBLING OF MURKY, GREYISH BROWN, WATERY
LIQUID. YOUR STEAK IS BOILING. AT THAT POINT,
YOU’RE DEALING WITH A DROWNING, AND YOU NEED
TO EFFECT A RESCUE - ACT FAST. STICK IT TO ONE SIDE
ON A RACK FOR A MOMENT, AND CRANK THE HEAT ON
THE PAN. AFTER A MINUTE OR TWO YOU’LL GET SOME
HEAT BACK, THE WATERY STUFF WILL EVAPORATE,
AND THE FAT WILL START TO SPIT AND SIZZLE AGAIN.
GET THE STEAK BACK IN AND CRACK ON.
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COOKING IN A SKILLET FROM FROZEN

Some people advocate cooking steaks from
frozen, as a way to ensure that the interior isn’t
overdone. This is a risky business. Yes, with a very
thin steak, I can see why it might make sense, but
here’s the problem: The surface of the steak is
covered in frost - frozenwater. That water needs to
defrost and evaporate before we make any
progress with the crispness of our crust. The
energy taken for it to do that is going to reduce the
temperature of the fat very considerably, at which
point we’ve got a not very crisp steak, cooking
through in fat that’s not hot enough to get it crisp
quickly. Unless you bought your gas burner
second-hand from the U.S. Airforce, I’d be wary.

COOKING ON AN ELECTRIC HOB
There’s no doubt that gas is far easier to control
than an electric hob, because the plates of the
electric hob take a long time to heat up, and cool
down as we change the dial setting. In some
locations, gas is simply not an option, and we will
need tomake dowithwhat we have. The trick here
is to turn on two heating plates, one as hot as
possible, and another on low heat. It’s then just a
matter of moving the skillet between the two as
we need to adjust the heat.

In reality a cast iron skillet holds heat so effectively
that even with a gas hob, turning the heat up and
down isn’t going to result in an instant response.
In both scenarios we could just move the pan on
and off the heat altogether, in the knowledge that
the cook will continue apace.



Finishing with Butter

A skillet cook can be finished with butter, garlic and
herbs. It’s a ‘chef’s way’ of cooking steak, and despitemy
personal preference for doing nothing that dilutes the
pure flavour of the best meat, it’s undeniably tasty.
The main thing to understand here is that as well as fat,
butter contains some dairy solids. Those solids will
brown as the butter cooks, imparting a nutty, caramel
flavour that’s deeply addictive. But a moment too long,
or a fraction too hot, and they’ll burn, yielding an
unpleasant bitterness. So we need to be mindful here -
we can’t just cook our steak in butter. The way to
approach this is to cook the steak in a stable animal fat,
as described previously, but in the last couple of
minutes, after turning the steak, adding a big knob of
butter.

If the existing fat is very deep, pour some off, then
introduce the butter. You can also add a whole, peeled
garlic clove, but not chopped garlic which will burn,

and a sprig of rosemary, or thyme, for example. We’re
looking for that butter to rapidly melt, to begin to foam
vigorously, and start to brown almost immediately.

Don’t let it sit still for an instant - with a dessert spoon,
continually, and rapidly spoon it from the edge of the
tilted skillet over the steak: If it sits in the skillet it will
burn. You can pile the herbs and garlic on top of the
meat, which will protect them from burning, while
infusing every spoon of this buttery baptism with their
aromatic flavours.

When the steak is done, remove it to a roasting rack,
and immediately pour the buttery juices into a bowl,
discarding the garlic and herbs, if you used them. The
skillet will remain hot, and the butter can still burn if left,
even if we take the pan off the heat.

Rest the steak on the rack, and when you’re ready to
carve it, return the skillet to the heat, pour any leaked
myoglobin that’s collected beneath the steak, plus the
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reserved buttery juices from the cooking back into the hot skillet. Let
them bubble up and get nice and hot as you carve and plate the steak,
before spooning them over the meat.

TIP - CLEANING YOUR SKILLET

CAST IRON AND CARBON STEEL SKILLETS ARE LIKE CATS. THEY HATE WA‐
TER. AVOID WASHING YOUR SKILLET AT ALL COSTS, AND CERTAINLY
NEVER LET WATER SIT ON THE SURFACE FOR ANY LENGTH OF TIME.
ONCE A RUST SPOT DEVELOPS, THAT WILL NEED TO BE REMOVED WITH
WIRE WOOL, FORCING YOU TO START BUILDING UP THE SEASONING ALL
OVER AGAIN. AFTER COOKING, WAIT UNTIL IT COOLS DOWN A BIT, AND
WIPE IT OUT WITH A FISTFUL OF KITCHEN ROLL. IF THERE ARE SOLIDS
‘COOKED ON’ TO THE SURFACE OF THE PAN, WE CAN REMOVE THOSE BY
USING SALT AS AN ABRASIVE. CHUCK IN A BIG PINCH OF COARSE SALT,
AND RUB AWAY THE RESIDUE WITH SOME FRESH KITCHEN TOWEL, OR A
DRY CLOTH.
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The reverse sear is a method by which you gently cook a steak through
to a desired level of doneness, before quickly searing the outside prior to
plating.

The reason for this is to give us a finer degree of control over the two
sides of our meaty coin - the succulent interior, and the crisp,
flavoursome exterior. The purpose of the cooking phase is obviously to
cook the meat, and the purpose of the sear, to add the texture of a crisp
crust, and the savoury, salty intensity of a well-seasoned surface
subjected to Maillard reactions - the chemical reactions between amino
acids and sugars, which give the browned crust its distinctive flavour.

In an indoor context, the cooking phase will be done in a low
temperature oven, or ‘sous vide’ in a water bath, with the searing
undertaken in a skillet of animal fat over high heat, or perhaps in a
ridged griddle pan. Some people even use a blow torch. There’s
nothing to stop us from mixing and matching any cooking
method, with any searing method.

The reverse sear will suit a thicker steak, where we need to
get the centre to the desired level of doneness without
burning the exterior. With a thinner steak, by the time the
crust has developed, we’re getting up there in the centre
anyway, so these pre-cooking methods don’t make so
much sense. I’d avoid it for any steak less than an inch
and a half in thickness.

In the sous vide

Arguably the darling of modernist techniques, sous vide cooking
involves vacuum-sealing food in a bag, and submerging it in a water
bath, at a specified temperature. This allows the cook to bring food to a
certain temperature, to never exceed that temperature, and to do so
without drying it out, or over-cooking the outer layers of the food in the
process. If we trawl Instagram, it’s never long before we come across
some really fantastic-looking steak pictures. The ones that tend to look
the most perfect, with a juicy, evenly-cooked interior, no hint of over-
cooking tend to be done sous vide.

In the context of reverse searing steak, this approach offers us great
precision. We can set our internal temperature for the steak, in the
knowledge that it won’t exceed that temperature, and that it will be
evenly cooked throughout its entire thickness. We can clearly see this in
those Instagrampictures. A further significant advantage is that this can
be done beforehand, with the steaks held at temperature until we’re
ready to sear and serve. This takes the pressure off us in that rather
hectic fifteen-minute window as we try to bring the elements of our
meal together. We’re making themost important element, the one that
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THE REVERSE SEAR
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we would normally have to focus completely on, rather
easier. Nor do we need to bring the steaks up to room
temperature, or even defrost them before submerging
in the water bath. It takes longer, of course, but it allows
us some leeway in our planning.

On the minus side for sous vide, we’re making the steak
wet as it cooks. We’re heating it, but not in the sort of
surface-drying way that helps us impart more umami
flavour come searing, nor are we imparting the sort of
flavour that we’d get from an outdoor cook over coals
(discussed in Part III). With the sous vide technique, we
can lose a little depth, a little intensity. You can season
before it goes into the bag, but I’d suggest that as the
liquids come out of themeat, a lot of that seasoning can
get washed off the surface, and remain in the bag. It’s
better to season after this cooking phase, just before the
sear.

And of course, we’re required to invest. On top of the
cost of our skillet, we need to buy a vac-sealer of some
type, a roll of bags, and an immersion sous vide device
(a commercial water bath is not necessary).

1. Seal it

The first step is obviously to seal our steak inside a bag.

This is best done with a vacuum sealer machine, and a
compatible sous vide bag. Commercial kitchens and
butchers use chamber sealers, in which the bag is
placed inside a sealed chamber, and the air pumped
out, before a heat strip seals the end of the bag. The
pressure remains identical both inside and outside the
bag. This means that any liquid inside will remain there.
This is important for chefs who may be using
marinades, oils and pickling liquors in the course of their
day. They must pay a steep price for this privilege, as
larger machines cost thousands.

On the other hand, we, with our steaks, need only a
simple tabletop machine, which we can buy from
Amazon for around £30.

At a push, we can put a steak in a plastic sandwich bag,
and lower the bag into water, to push the air out, before
closing the top with a clip. I’d suggest that this makes it
harder to get a good level of contact between the heat
and the meat, as there will be air in the bag, and if it
leaks you will wind up with a very soggy result.

Considering the affordable nature of a tabletop sealer,
I’d strongly recommend that approach.

2. Set the temperature

We then need to set our immersion heater to the
correct temperature. The temperatures below offer a
rough guide. You’ll notice that these are 10℃ lower than
the target temperatures in the DONENESS section. This
is to allow for the carry-over cooking that will continue
as the meat is seared and rested.

Rare - 40℃
Medium Rare - 45℃
Medium - 50℃

3. Set the time

The time required in the water bath will depend on the
starting temperature of the meat, and the thickness of
the cut.

As a guide, I would allow an hour for every inch of
thickness, plus half an hour per inch of thickness if the
steak is frozen. So your typical 1 inch thick ribeye steak
would take an hour, 1h30m if frozen. If it was a 2 inch
thick bone-in sharing steak, allow 2 hours, or 3 hours if
frozen. We can speed up the time taken by increasing
the temperature of the water beyond our target
temperature, but then we increasingly move towards a
scenario where the outside layers of the meat cook
more thanwewant them to. If we keep the temperature
at our target, we can then ‘hold’ the meat there for as
long as we need, within reason, to bring the rest of the
plate together. It’s then just a question of removing the
meat from the bag, patting it dry, seasoning it and
searing.
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The idea of letting food come into contact with hot plastics
does not sit well with me, due to the potential contamination
from bisphenol A (BPA) and phthalates. There’s considerable
evidence that these plastics leach oestrogenic compounds into
our food and drink, especially when heated, and that they have
a measurable, negative effect on the body. I haven’t seen stud‐
ies relating directly to sous vide bags, but it stands to reason
that there’s a potential for endocrine disruption.

Themanufacturers are well aware of the issue, and accordingly
a variety of BPA-free bags are available. However, the term
BPA-free is sadly just a sales gimmick. In order to make a
BPA-free bag, bottle or whatever else, you simply substi‐
tute the BPA for a near-identical analogous compound -
BPS, BPD etc, many of which are worse than the BPA they
replace.

I’ve begun to experiment with using silicone bags for
sous vide cooking. You can’t buy a silicone bag for a vac‐
uum sealer, but what you can do is to place the food in the
silicone bag, leaving the top open, and then seal the whole
lot inside a normal vac bag. As the sealer does its thing, it
sucks the air out of the silicone bag, as well as the normal bag.
This allows for good contact between the heat of the water and
the food within, but no direct contact between the hot plastic
of the outer bag, and the food.

One potential issue is that the silicone bags are quite thick, and
their shape can rather deform the contents, or leave grooves in
it from the various folds and seals of the silicone bag, which you
don’t tend to get with the standard bags. I have tried this with
a very soft fillet of beef, and while it did emerge somewhat flat‐
tened and ‘marked’, the beef simply returned to a more ex‐
pected shape with a little encouragement. It may be that cer‐
tain cuts of meat are better ‘tied’ if using this approach, to help
themmaintain a particular form.

WHAT ABOUT THE PLASTICS?
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In The Oven

The oven approach, while the same in principle, differs
slightly from the sous vide:

Firstly, it’s not going to be possible to set an oven to a
temperature as consistent as a water bath. We need to
allow for the fact that as the thermostat turns on and off,
the oven will sometimes be above, or below the desired
temperature. This swing can be dramatic, unless it has
some sort of ninja-level modern temperature control
system. Furthermore, we must be sure that the specific
location within the oven isn’t going to be too hot: Not
only do oven temperatures oscillate, but they often have
hot spots within the enclosure. In any event, we’d need
to know our oven well.

Secondly, the exterior of the steak will dry out
significantly during the cook, which can be an
advantagewhen then searing a crust, but equally we are
more likely to get an inconsistent degree of cooking
from the edges to the centre vs the sous vide method,
which yields a perfectly even result.

1. Set the oven slightly hotter than your target
temperature, say 100-120ºC. Unless you’re sure of your
oven, use a thermometer when setting the
temperature.

2. Season the steak liberally with salt, stick a probe in it,
and place it in the part of the oven you’vemeasured your
temperature at, on a roasting rack. I typically place the
rack over my skillet, thus preheating the skillet to some
degree in the process.

3. We need to monitor the temperature of the steak
carefully. If you don’t have a probe, err on the side of
caution. The very last thing you want is to find that the
steak is already well done, before you even get as far as
the sear.

In terms of target temperatures, start with the same
ones we used for sous vide. Although the oven is hotter
than the sous vide, and so will encourage more carry-
over, we’re going to go straight into the sear anyway,
and with a drier surface which will allow us to form our
crust more quickly. As always, experiment to make your
own temperature guides.

Rare - 40ºC
Medium Rare - 45ºC
Medium - 50℃

Set an alarm on the probe if possible. If you’re cooking
without a probe, I’d check it at 20 minutes at the latest,
and assume that it will likely be at temperature by 30
minutes or so. It will, of course, depend on the internal
starting temperature of themeat. Whip it out and check
with a folding probe.

Now, if you don’t have a folding probe either, you need
to buy one. But let’s say that you’re cooking your steak
TODAY, and your folding probe won’t arrive until
tomorrow, give it 20minutes for rare, and 25 formedium
rare. It’s far better that you’re a little under rather than a
little over.

“DRY-AGEING

“ A RAW RIBEYE, BEFORE COOKING

THROUGH “

“ THE STEAK AFTER COOKING THROUGH,

BEFORE SEARING “
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Searing in a skillet

Hot fat in a skillet provides us with an excellent steak crust (be sure to read
the FATS section).

As we need to be careful not to overcook the meat, we want to expose it to
the fat for the minimum time necessary to form our crust. To that end, we
require a significant depth of fat - it needs to come up the sides of the
steak(s). We therefore want to find a saucepan or skillet that closely fits the
size of the meat, so that we can achieve that depth using the least possible
quantity of precious fat.

We won’t go in with the steak on edge as we might with a straight skillet
cook, but on its flat side - as you’d normally expect it to be. You want the fat
to be hot enough that it erupts as the steak goes in. This process should be
dramatic, and rapid.

Take care, it’s possible that it will catch fire, as tiny droplets of fat get into the
very hot air just outside the rim. Don’t panic, standwell back. NEVER drop the
steak into the fat, as it will splatter, and could hit you, possibly in the face: Use
long tongs and gloves, laying the steak into the fat away from you. That way,
if you do accidentally drop it in, you won’t be splashed with searing-hot fat.

1. Get the skillet, and more to the point the fat, smoking hot.

2. Ensure that you’ve patted the steak dry, and seasoned it, if it has been
cooked sous vide. An oven-cooked steak should already be seasoned with a
dry surface.

3. Use gloves and tongs to carefully lower the steak onto the fat, away from
you.

4. After about a minute, lift it with the tongs to check that the crust is nicely
formed on the underside, and turn it over to complete the process. You can
spoon fat over the top as you go if you decide that it could use a little more
crust formation on that upturned surface.

5. As soon as the crust is established, get the steak out to rest on a roasting
rack.

Searing On A Griddle Pan

If you wish, you can sear on a ridged griddle pan. Some people like the ‘lined’
appearance that this imparts, but ultimately it results in less contact between
the heat source and the surface of the meat. This means less surface area
affected by Maillard reactions, and so less flavour. It’s not a substitute for
searing on a cooking grate, over coals, the visual appearance of which it aims
to imitate, as that approach involves direct heat from both the grill bars, and
the burning fuel between them, as well as flavour from the smoke created. A
ridged griddle would not be my favoured approach here, but by all means
give it a go. These things are personal, after all.
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The oven finish is a more traditional restaurant
approach to cooking a thicker steak, than the reverse
sear. The steak is first seared, then placed in an oven to
continue cooking through to the desired degree. It is
effectively the same approach, but in the opposite
order.

It has the advantage that if it takes you longer to form
the crust, you can simply knock time off the oven phase.

We compromise on the reverse sear advantage of being
able to have everything ready to go, all our ducks in a
row, so to speak, before that final quick process to finish
the cook. The oven finish requires a greater degree of
time management in that respect.

1. Turn the oven on to a medium low temperature of
around 120℃

2. Get the skillet, and more importantly the fat,
smoking hot.

3. Sear the seasoned steak, placing it into the fat, using
gloves and tongs, laying it down away from you, so that
if fat splashes it won’t splash you. Check the underside
periodically to see how you’re doing, and to allow the fat
to keep flowing beneath the steak.

4. When the first side has formed a crust, turn the steak
and complete the sear.

5. Finish the steak in the oven: Place the steak on a
roasting rack over an oven tray. Insert a probe if you
have one, setting the alarm temperature around 5℃
below your final rested target. This works out as follows:

Rare - 45℃
Medium Rare - 50℃
Medium - 55℃

If you don’t have a probe, you need to be extremely
careful not to overcook the steak. Check the
temperature before you put it into the oven, and every
fewminutes once it’s in. Check it often as you get closer
to the target temperature.

6. Rest the steak on a roasting rack so that the crust
doesn’t go soggy.
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THE OVEN FINISH

MYTH BUST

The purpose of the sear is not, in any context, to
‘seal’ the meat. This is widely-propagated
nonsense, a fact which you can easily demonstrate
by simply observing a resting steak, or braising
steak that you’ve seared prior to further cooking.



Sometimes, wemay need a quick approach, taking very
little time from fridge to fork. Wemight get home from
work, famished and running late, with no spare time to
reverse sear the two-inch ribeye in our fridge.

The solution? Cut the steak up, and flash it quickly in the
skillet.

We want to cut across the grain, and we want to ensure
that the pieces are thick enough that we can sear them
without cooking them through entirely. I’d describe

them as chunky sections more than slices - perhaps an
inch or so across.

Season them well, and get them into very hot fat for as
short a time as possible. As soon as the crust forms,
rescue them and let them rest for a short time.

This approach works well with the butter finish,
incidentally.
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Sometimes you’ll find yourself with a steak that’s too thin. Maybe it
came that way, or perhaps you’re cutting your own steaks from a
larger sub-primal or roasting joint, and you have a thinner piece left
at one end.

How do we define too thin? I’d say anything less than half an inch. If
we try to cook that steak for long enough to form a great crust, we’re
going to overcook the centre, unless we have a source of insanely
hot direct heat, whichmost of us do not in a domestic kitchen. Now
in this situation we have a choice to make. We can either:

1. Compromise on the crispness of the crust, losing out on some
significant flavour and texture in the process.

2. Compromise on the level of doneness, which is as bad as
wandering up and down Diagon Alley shouting ‘VOLDEMORT!’

3. Just cook the steak on one side, giving us some crisp crust, and
some tender, juicy centre.

4. Use a ridged griddle pan, thus reducing the transfer of heat into
the steak.

WHAT ABOUT A THIN STEAK?
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I’d approach this as a skillet cook, ensuring that the fat is deep
enough to make proper contact with the entire underside of the
steak, but not so deep that it submerges it entirely.

1. Season both sides, get the fat really hot, and lay the steak in.

2. Keep it in just long enough to get a golden, sizzling crust on the
underside.

Thin steaks have a tendency to curl up slightly in places, much like
slices of back bacon, and in doing so, they lose contact with the fat
where that’s happening. It’s worth having a wooden spoon or
silicone spatula to hand, just to keep the thing pressed down into
the fat. You could also use a pair of scissors to cut any collagenous
fibres that are contracting, causing that curling.

3. Spoon some of the sizzling hot fat over the upturned surface
towards the end of the process, just to take care of any
contamination that may exist.

4. Rest it on a rack for a couple of minutes.

There’s no point trying to use a probe to check the temperature
here. The steak is too thin, and we get a very good sense of
doneness just looking at it.

Serve the steak with the crisp side upwards. There are two reasons
for this. It looks better, and you’ll notice the texture of the crustmore
on the roof of your mouth, than you will on your tongue. You’ll enjoy
it more.

THE ONE-SIDED STORY

MYTH BUST

The purpose of the sear is not, in any context, to
‘seal’ the meat. This is widely-propagated
nonsense, a fact which you can easily demonstrate
by simply observing a resting steak, or braising
steak that you’ve seared prior to further cooking.
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In a domestic kitchen, we typically don’t have access to
the larger griddles found in some restaurants, but a lot
of us have ridged, cast-iron griddle pans. This sort of pan
allows us to achieve ‘lines’ across our steak, as if it had
been seared over coals or on a gas grill. These items are
marketed as being somehow ideal for steak cookery,
and many people buy them with that belief in mind.

Unlike a flat skillet, where the hot fat transmits heat to
the entire surface of the steak, the griddle makes
contact only via its thin ridges of cast iron. As there’s less
contact between the heat and the meat, there’s less
chance that we will overcook a thinner steak. We can
sear quite robust lines across our steak without taking
the temperature up too much. And of course, if you love
the appearance of those lines, that could be considered
an advantage.

However, and it’s a big ‘however’, that same lack of
contact reduces the surface area on which the Maillard
reactions will then occur. We’re drastically cutting down
on flavour with this approach. It’s rather different on a
grate, over coals, because both the parts of the meat
that are in contact with the bars, and those that sit in
between, are subjected to enormous heat. They appear
visually different, but they’re both developing a crust,
and both are absorbing flavour from the fuel used, from

the smoke. In the ridged pan, however, we’re simply
creating some thin lines. For that reason it’s not my
favourite approach, and I’d rather go for a single side of
well-developed crust.

Nonetheless, give it a go for yourself:

1. Get the pan really hot.

2. Put a little fat across the ridges and lay the seasoned
steak in.

3. Flip it over for the other side.

Don’t try to turn it too soon, as it’ll likely stick, and tear
the surface of the meat. A robust barbecue spatula is a
sensible precaution against this when you do come to
turn it.

4. If you want those ‘criss-crossed’ lines, you can then
rotate the steak through 90º relative to its original
position as you flip it back to the first side, repeating
that process for a final spell on the second side.

5. Rest it on a rack.

THE RIDGED GRIDDLE



There are several factors that influence our choice of
approach.

1. The thickness of the steak itself

The thickness of the steak is going to dictate, to some
extent, whether we need to use a combination of
temperatures and methods, as with the reverse sear,
and the oven finish, or whether we can simply crank up
the heat on a skillet and get on with it.

2. Quantity vs space

The number of mouths we need to feed is going to be a
factor.Wemay only have limited real estate in our skillet.
That might mean that we’re going to opt for a couple of
very thick t-bones, over four thinner ribeyes, for
example. That’s going to push us into reverse sear
territory. It might be that a lack of space in the skillet is
going to push us towards the techniques covered in
Part 2 OUTDOOR COOKING: Perhaps we need to cook
sous vide, but sear out on the gas grill, to take advantage
of its larger cooking area.

3. Howmuch timewe have

Wemight ideally want to do a sous vide reverse sear, but
that’s going to take a great deal longer than a similar
approach using the oven.

4. Practical Issues

You may need to juggle the bringing together of a
number of time-critical elements, leading you to choose
sous vide for its forgiving nature with respect to timing.
If a steak is cold or frozen, the sous vide allows us to
equalise the temperature without overcooking. It might
be that other elements are going to take up hob space
at the last minute, affecting the how’s and when’s of the
cook.

5. Personal preference

Of course, there’s the simple matter of what we’d prefer
on any given day.

N.B. IN CHOOSING YOUR APPROACH, DON’T BITE OFF
MORE THAN YOU CAN CHEW. ASTRONAUT CMDR CHRIS
HADFIELD TALKS ABOUT ‘AIMING TO BE A ZERO’, BY
WHICH HE MEANS THAT IT’S BETTER TO AVOID
DISASTER, THAN TO GO FOR GOLD ALL THE TIME. THIS
APPLIES HERE. CHOOSE YOUR MOMENTS TO PUSH THE
BOAT OUT, TO TRY NEW THINGS. IF YOU’RE TRYING
SOMETHING NEW, SOMETHING COMPLICATED, OR
SOMETHING THAT REQUIRES YOUR ATTENTION TO BE
DIVIDED, DO IT IN SMALLER QUANTITIES, FOR FAMILY
OR A COUPLE OF CLOSE FRIENDS. IF YOU HAVE TWENTY
GUESTS TO FEED AT YOUR SPOUSE’S BIRTHDAY PARTY,
PLAY IT SAFE: DON’T PUT YOURSELF IN A SITUATION
WHERE YOU RISK RUNNING OUT OF TIME, FUEL, SPACE,
OR ATTENTION. GO FOR THE EASIER OPTION.

CHOOSING AN
INDOOR METHOD
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Steaks are rather like a longbowman at the end of The
Hundred Years War: They need some degree of resting.

Raw meat contains myoglobin - the watery red liquid
that somemistake for blood.

As we apply heat, that liquid begins to move within the
meat, from the centre towards the surfaces. As it
reaches the surface, it leaks out - you can often see it
collecting on the up-facing surface of the steak, and of
course it’s emerging from the underside in the same
way. While the steak is in a skillet, it should instantly
evaporate on contact with the hot fat, the dark residues
created adding to the appearance, and intense flavour
of the crust - a good thing.

But as we have previously discussed, if the pan is not
hot enough, moisture pools around the steak, the red
colour now a greyish, murky brown, and the steak boils
- a bad thing.

So, assuming we have adequate heat in the fat, we
continue to rapidly convert the emerging fluid to both
steam, which escapes up and away, and savoury
residue, which adheres to either skillet, grill bars or,
hopefully, crust.

This process of leakage continues to occur as long as the
liquid migrates to the surface of the meat. It will only
stop:

When the meat has stopped cooking, or when all the

myoglobin has evaporated - either because we have
over-cooked, and so dried out themeat, or because dry-
ageing has removed a great deal of water from the
meat beforehand.

So what does all this have to do with resting?

When we take our meat off the heat, it will then
continue to cook for a few minutes at least - the ‘carry-
over’. The internal temperature will continue to rise, and
should any myoglobin remain, it will continue to
migrate to the surface. If we simply observe, we will see
it dripping from the meat.

As the energy from the heat of the cooking dissipates,
the meat ’calms down’, the migration slows and
eventually stops. Any remaining moisture settles in
place, as do any rendered fats within the meat.

When we cut the steak, we’re going to find that it leaks
a little more onto the board, but not as much as if we
had cut it when it was still cooking, and the fluids still
moving within.

How much more? That depends on how cool the steak
has become, and on how much liquid remains. If we
were to chill that steak, the liquids within it would
become quite viscous, and it wouldn’t leak much at all -
think rare roast beef cold cuts. But we probably don’t
want a cold steak, so there’s a balance to be struck
between our serving temperature and this leakage.
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So what does all this mean?

It means that we need to rest our steak, and rest it on a
roasting rack. If we don’t, the underside crust will wind
up sitting in a pool of fluid, and going soggy.

If you don’t have a spare roasting rack, use a couple of
spoons or forks, or whatever you can find to get that
meat off the flat surface. If you’re cooking a bone-in
ribeye or sirloin, you might be able to put it up on edge,
supported by the bone.

It also means that we should wait until this leakage has
stopped before we cut the steak, because otherwise we
will lose even more fluid from the meat, saturating the
crust both on the board, and then again on the plate as
leakage continues.

If we plate the steak without carving it, the resting
process will simply continue on the plate, now without
the benefit of the roasting rack. The resulting leakage is
unattractive, and also has the potential to ruin an
accompanying side dish - people don’t generally like
what they perceive to be a ‘bloody’ salad, or chips.

You may read about the heat of cooking causing the
fibres to contract, and the need to allow them to ‘relax’
before the steak is cut, in order not to adversely affect
the texture. I’m not sure if this is accurate from a
scientific standpoint, but it makes sense intuitively,
when looking at that migration of fluids.

I would argue that it’s likely the fats within the meat
that we need to retain, as much as, if not more than the
watery myoglobin. It’s fat that adds that succulent
texture and flavour, and fat that’s likely to then slightly
congeal as the steak cools, thus remaining within the
meat. This would explain whywe still need to rest a ‘long
and slow’ roasting joint, like a lamb shoulder, despite
the lack of any remaining water within the meat.

How long do we need to rest it for?

We need to rest a steak until it has stopped leaking
fluids.

How long this takes will depend on how big a cut it is,
how much fluid it contained - how it was aged, and for
how long; and how fast we have cooked it, and so how
much ‘excitement’ there was within the meat.

It makes sense that for leakage to stop, we’d want to
wait until the carry-over cooking process stops. If there’s
enough heat within the steak to continue the cooking
process, there will still be some residual fluid migration.
The longer the time we’ve subjected the meat to
temperatures higher than the target temperature, the
more recently we’ve done that, and the larger the
piece of meat, the longer we’d want to rest it.

An extreme example of this would be that large roasting
joint - it has been subjected to a lot of heat, for a lot of
time, and its’ large size will allow it to hold that heat.
Therefore we want to rest that roasting joint for a
considerable time - perhaps an hour, perhaps even
longer.

On the other side of the coin, a rare fillet steak, cooked
sous vide and quickly seared, may need relatively little
resting - The greater part of the steak has never been
heated beyond about 50ºC, and the searing process is
fast enough to minimise any penetration of heat to the
interior. The cut contains little fat, which would hold
heat longer than water, and is naturally extremely
tender - we don’t need to worry too much about the
texture, in the way that we do with a bavette or rump
steak, with their thick fibres.
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Sometimes our cooking method front-loads the
migration of fluid in such a way that by the time we
finish, that part of the process is nearly complete. An
example would be the reverse sear, in which themeat is
almost resting as it cooks, the heat source being close to
or at the target temperature, with the final sear so short
that it doesn’t result in much residual cooking if any.

Enough pontificating. How long does it take?

A thin steak - at least five minutes, a thick steak at least
ten. A really thick bone-in sharing steak might need
fifteen minutes. Reverse sears require less than a
straight skillet cook.

If youwant to get scientific about it, leave a probe in and
wait until the temperature has finished rising, and
begins to drop back down. That would indicate that the
carry-over process is complete.

TIP - WHAT IF YOU FIND THAT THE INTERNAL
TEMPERATURE HAS RISEN HIGHER THAN YOU’D HOPED,
AND YOU’RE WORRIED THAT THE STEAK IS GOING TO BE
OVER-COOKED? IF IT’S A LEAN STEAK, LIKE A FILLET,
PRIORITISE DONENESS OVER RESTING, AND GET IT ON
THE PLATE SOONER. IF IT’S A FATTIER STEAK, ALLOW
THE RESTING TO RUN ITS COURSE, BECAUSE THE FAT
WITHIN THE MEAT WILL MAKE IT MORE FORGIVING IN
TERMS OF FLAVOUR AND TEXTURE. YOU DON’T WANT
TO LOSE THOSE FATS. IF IT’S A TOUGHER, LEANER CUT,
LIKE BAVETTE, WELL, IT’S A TRICKY ONE. IF YOU OVER-
COOK THOSE CUTS, THEY TEND TO BE DRY, AND TOUGH.
YOUR ONLY RECOURSE IN THAT SCENARIO IS TO CUT
THE STEAK PROPERLY (SEE THE CARVING SECTION)
AND POSSIBLY MASK YOUR MISTAKE WITH A SAUCE.

In conclusion, rest the steak on a roasting rack, until the
myoglobin has stopped leaking out.
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WHAT DO WE DO WITH THOSE
LEAKED JUICES?

The main thing is to get them off the cutting
board before we put our rested steak on for
carving. We can just wipe them away, but it’s a
shame to lose them, because they’re delicious. Try
reserving them, and pouring themover the carved
steak.

It’s important to consider how these juices might
fit in to the bigger picture, in terms of your plate. If
you’re serving a steak with breads and salads, you
probably don’t want these juices swimming
around on the plate, making things soggy, and
interfering with any dressings. Equally, if you’ve
made a sauce, like a pesto or salsa verde, that will
suffice. Opt for the juices if you’re eating the steak
with cooked vegetables or rice, for example.

If you find the ‘bloody’ appearance off-putting,
pour them back into a hot skillet, and cook them
off with the remaining fats into a rudimentary
gravy. You can add any further leakage from the
carving process. This has the further advantage of
adding some heat back after resting and plating.



I always carve steak on a board, before plating, whether that steak
is for me, or for a guest. Why?

The way you cut the steak matters. It’s important to cut across the
fibres of themeat, rather than along them, and it’s important
to use a very sharp knife.

If we cut along our fibres, allowing them to remain intact over
any sort of length, we’re going to have a less tender mouthful
of steak. Those intact fibres require more chewing to break
them down. And if we try to make those cuts with a knife
that’s anything but razor sharp, we risk the fibres snagging,
and tearing the meat, rather than cleanly cutting through.

If we allow people to cut their own steak, we are assuming
that they understand this concept - which typically they do
not - and that there’s enough light for them to see the direction of
the fibres clearly - which there may or may not be.

We would then need to give them an appropriate tool for the job,
which the vast majority of steak knives undoubtedly are not: They’re
rarely sharp enough, and often serrated. Serrated knives tend to
result in the meat tearing even more, unless they’re razor sharp,
which they won’t be.

Looking at those two factors in combination, the conclusion we have
to draw is that we can’t be confident that our diners are
getting the best possible experience unless we cut the
steak ourselves. We don’t have to cut it into bite sized
portions, as if they were a child - we can gauge the degree of
this intervention according to the thickness of the fibres. In
other words, if you’re serving bavette, slice it thinly, but if it’s a
ribeye, 1cm sections leave the diner with the option to create
a ‘chunkier’ forkful, according to their individual preference.

Just make sure that you pay attention to any thick layers of
collagenousmaterial that won’t have broken down, and could
be chewy. Possibly just remove them, as most people prefer
not to eat those bits, and tend to leave them on the side of the plate
anyway.

The more tender the steak, the softer, and less obvious the fibres
within, the less we need to intervene in this way. Therefore, you can
consider fillet/tenderloin to be exempt from this rule. There’s no
problem with serving it intact.
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So, it’s a question of identifying the direction of the
fibres, and slicing accordingly. Sometimes they’ll be
very visible, and on other occasions they’ll be obscured
by the crust formation, and we may need to make an
initial cut, in order to see what’s what. It’s easier to
gauge the direction of the fibres before a steak is
cooked.

It’s all very simple if the fibres run along the long axis of
the steak, and we can simply slice it by working from
one end to another, at a 90º angle - pretty much as
you’d expect. But that isn’t always the case. Sometimes
the fibres run at an angle, through the meat. In that
scenario, we might need to cut at an angle ourselves,
possibly flipping the meat over beforehand, in order to
achieve a 90º angle against the fibres. Sometimes we
can’t achieve a 90º angle due to the direction of the
fibres, in which case we can cut at 45°.

Some steaks are made up of two or more separate
muscles, with fibres running in different directions
depending on which part of the steak you’re cutting. An
example of this would be the ‘tri-tip’, a steak cut from
the lower end of the rump, or ‘bottom sirloin’ in the U.S.
Another example would be a ribeye, where the central

‘eye’ muscle has clearly defined directional fibres, but
the Spinalis Dorsi section does not. In that case we can
either slice the whole steak in a direction that suits the
eye portion, or separate the two sections, slicing the eye
for texture, and the Spinalis for appearance.

It might be that we want to slice the meat at an angle
in order to increase the width of each slice. If the steak
is on the thinner side, that may well be desirable. In that
scenario we might choose to compromise on our ideal
of that 90º angle. The chances are that this will be
perfectly fine, as long as we’re not dealing with really
robust fibres, and a rare steak. I tend to cut any steak
that’s less than an inch and a half or so thick at a 45º
angle.

There is a downside of cutting the steak on a board in
this way, that being that it’s inevitably going to cool
down more than it would otherwise. For me, this is a
trade-off I’m willing to make. I can counter this effect
with awarmed plate, by leaving the carving and plating
of steak until everything else is on the plate and ready
to go, and by using a hot sauce of some sort - brandy
and cream, or mushroom perhaps.

CUTTING ALONG VS AGAINST THE GRAIN
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Welcome to Part 3 of The Ruston’s Boneyard Guide To Steak. In Part I, we
covered the sourcing, selection, storage and preparation of steak. In Part
II we moved on to indoor cooking techniques, looking at sous vide
cooking in the context of a reverse sear approach, cooking in a skillet
and other stove-top techniques. In this third part wewill explore outdoor
cooking:

The primary aim remains the same as it did in the kitchen: to find the
point at which the desired level of internal doneness coincides with
the formation of a crisp, salty crust.

The principles of seasoning, resting and carving are broadly similar.
What differs is the heat source: When we cook steak outdoors in a
domestic setting, we’re usually talking about employing either a gas
grill, or a kettle barbecue, like the classic 57cmWeber.

Some people are dedicated barbecue masters, who have invested in
purpose-built smokers, which while useful for parts of the steak cookery
process, are more geared towards the long, slow cooks that define
barbecue in the United States - brisket, pork butt, ribs and the like. But,
I’m going to aim this at the owners of typical 2-3 burner gas grills, and
Weber kettle-style barbecues, as that’s what most people have to work
with.

Gas grills and coal-fired barbecues behave slightly differently. In the
coming sections, I will explore each in turn, but first, here are a few
general points of note.
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Direct vs Indirect cooking - An important distinction

In this style of cooking, there are two broad approaches
to applying heat to a piece of meat - direct cooking,
and indirect cooking.

In direct cooking, the meat is placed above the burn‐
ing fuel, and heat directly radiates from the fuel to the
meat. The side facing the fuel will be subject to consid‐
erably more heat than the other surfaces, and this is
akin to direct contact with hot fat in a skillet.

In indirect cooking, we are setting the enclosure up to
behave like a convection oven. The heat source is well
away from the meat. Hot air circulates around the en‐
closure by means of convection currents. Ideally, no
part of the surface of the steak is subject to more heat
than any other.

A tale of two thermometers

When we cook using indirect heat, whether we cook
over coals or gas, we need to have a firm grasp of how
to control temperature: The temperature of the meat,
the temperature at different locations within the enclo‐
sure, and the levers we have at our disposal to influ‐
ence those, are our primary concern.

A significant part of this process involves our ability to
measure temperature:

Almost all grills and barbecues have temperature
gauges fitted, but they’re typically just in that one obvi‐
ous spot towards the front of the lid. How accurate a
reading we get in that position depends on a number
of factors. If we’re going to rely on the built in gauge,
we need to be sure that it’s telling us a relevant truth.
It’s no good if it’s showing 120℃ at the front of the lid,
but at the position we’ve placed the meat, it’s actually
only 80℃.

Ideally, we will use a dual barbecue probe. These de‐
vices have two probes, one to sit inside the meat, and
one to sit close by, just above the cooking grate. That
way we’re going to know at all times what’s actually
going on. I use one of the Thermoworks Smoke series

for this purpose, and I highly recommend it. If you’re on
a budget, there are certainly more affordable options
from other brands.

It’s well worth taking some time to fire up the grill or
barbecue, and check the temperature at different loca‐
tions within the enclosure. Some areas will get hotter
than others. This will likely depend on the way air flows
within the grill, where the vents are, where the burners
are located, and how well the lid fits. The better we
know our own equipment, the more effective we will
be.

When positioning the ambient probe, ensure that it’s a
couple of inches away from the meat: as it cooks, water
will evaporate from the surface, cooling the area
around the probe and giving an inaccurate reading.
This pertains more to large cuts of meat than to steaks,
but it’s worth observing the practice.

We might be able to dispense with the ambient tem‐
perature probe once we know our grill very well, but in
order to get to that point, we’re going to need to prac‐
tise with one on a regular basis.

When we come to using direct heat, we require a quick-
reading folding probe. It would be deeply impractical to
leave a wired probe in place at this point, but we still
need to keep a close eye on the internal temperature of
the steak. The best option for this sort of device is the
ETI/Thermoworks Thermapen IV.

See the tips on checking temperature in the
DONENESS section for more information on probes,
and how to use them.

Always clean the cooking grate before you put the
meat on.

Stuck to the surface of the cooking grate, will be some
burnt, black residue from your previous cook. It can be
either oily, powdery carbon particles or a combination of
the two. It’s essential to clean this off with a steel wire
brush before letting the steak come into contact with
the grate: It’s gritty, tastes bitter, and looks horrible.

A FEW GENERAL
POINTS OF NOTE
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The best way to tackle this is to let the cooking grate get
nice and hot, before giving it a good ‘scrub’ with the
brush. It’s worth then quickly wiping it down with a
wadge of dry kitchen roll, taking care not to burn your‐
self, of course.

Always use a good-quality wire brush, and check to
make sure that no wires have come loose and re‐
mained on the grate. You do not want those getting into
someone’s food. If you do find wires coming loose, time
for a new brush.

Introducing smoke

Gas grills provide us with convenience, at the expense of
that extra flavour that we get from cooking over coals or
wood. We can replicate some of this flavour by using a
smokebox within a gas grill - a small box of wood chips,
placed close to the flame, which then ignites and re‐
leases smoke into the grill.

Even if we’re cooking over charcoal, wemight choose to
add a specific aromatic note, by scattering some wood
chips over the fuel as we cook, but note that the wood
chips will release some black, sooty smoke as they begin
to burn, so we don’t want them directly beneath the
meat.

Typical ‘flavours’ are applewood, cherry, beech, hickory
and oak, amongst others.

We can improvise a smoke box by folding wood chips in
a wrap of aluminium foil, and pricking a few holes in the
upper layers.

We would typically introduce this just before, or at the
same time as putting the meat on. We don’t want the
wood chips to burn out and stop smoking before having
a chance to flavour the steak. It’s also worth noting that
a raw steak, with its cool, slightly damp surface, absorbs
smoky flavours more readily than one that has already
formed a crust.

N.B. GAS IMPARTS A FLAVOUR OF ITS OWN, AND IT’S
ONE THAT SOME PEOPLE DO NOT PREFER. WE MIGHT
BE ABLE TO ADD A BIT OF SMOKE, BUT WE CAN’T TAKE
AWAY THE FLAVOUR OF THE GAS ITSELF.

Why are there no timings?

As you read this guide, you will notice that I avoid giving
specific timings, and identify constant confounders and
caveats to the advice given. The reason for this is that
the way to master steak cookery is to truly grasp the
factors that influence it. Every individual piece ofmeat is
different. We need to develop an intuitive
understanding, not simply follow the averaged timings
on a recipe, one that can only guess what we actually
have in front of us. My aim here is to pass on knowledge,
not Ikea instructions. Your own equipment and
preferences will dictate your exact target temperatures.
Practice, gain experience, keep notes of what works
best. Make the process your own.
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When we use a gas grill, we enjoy a convenient, con‐
trollable source of heat, and one more consistent than
a domestic oven.

The way a grill cooks depends on the design:

Typically, you have long, cylindrical burner ‘tubes’ lo‐
cated a few inches beneath the cooking grate. These
can’t sit exposed, directly beneath the food, because the
holes in the tubes will become blockedwith fat dripping
down from the cooking grate above. Therefore, they’re
covered by ‘flavorizer bars’, as Weber call them - a
mountain range of triangular metal panels, onto which
emerging liquids can drip. We are told that as this hap‐
pens, those liquids vaporise, sending up a burst of
flavourful smoke.

What also tends to happen, is that the fats catch fire,
sending up a plume of oily, black smoke. This is termed
a ‘flare-up’, and it leaves a bitter, unpleasant residue on
the surface of a steak. We need to be aware of this ten‐
dency.

We also need to be aware that because the burning fuel
is somewhat shielded from the food, it cooks in a
slightly different way to coals: When we turn the burn‐
ers on and close the lid, the cooking grate, and the air
inside the enclosure heat up. It’s the hot grate that sears
our steak, and the hot air inside that box that cooks it
through - it’s a gas oven. The design tends to be less ef‐
fective if we cook with the lid open. While we have in‐
stant control over the size of our flame, changes at the
valves will not necessarily translate to instantaneous
changes to the temperature inside the enclosure, or to
the temperature of the cooking grate. When we open
the lid, we lose heat - heat that takes time to build back
up.

There are alternative designs of gas grill that supply
more focused direct heat, more like the grill tray of a gas
oven. They’re open at the front, rather than at the top,
and the gas flame sits above the cooking grate. In this
design, the predominant sear is coming directly from
the flame. These sorts of grills can provide a very intense

heat, and are best suited to quick searing. Again, we are
going to focus on the classic Weber-type grills, simply
because that’s what most people own.

Indirect cooking on a gas grill

Setting up a gas grill for indirect cooking is fairly simple.
You use a single, peripheral burner on its lowest setting,
and place your food on the opposite side of the enclo‐
sure, as far as possible from the heat source.

1. Turn on one of the peripheral burners, either far left
or far right. It will likely need to be at its very lowest set‐
ting. You may need to turn it almost all the way off,
rather than relying on the lowest fixed position on the
dial.

2. Place your ambient probe at the opposite side of
the cooking grate, as far as possible from the lit burner.

3. Tweak the burner until the probe reads consistently
at 100-120℃, with the lid closed.

4. Clean the cooking grate with a wire brush, before
placing any food on.

Direct cooking on a gas grill

Again, this is a simple matter.

1. Turn all the burners on, and shut the lid.

The exact setting of those burner valves will depend on
whether you’re going for a quick sear on a steak that’s
already mostly cooked through, or a straight cook on a
raw steak. It will depend on the thickness of that raw
steak, and on the starting temperature of themeat.We
need to know our own grill - how hot it gets at different
settings.

N.B. IT’S IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT SOME TWO-
BURNER GRILLS DON’T HAVE A GREAT DEAL OF
MUSCLE, AND MAY BE BETTER SUITED TO A STRAIGHT
COOK THAN A QUICK SEAR.
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As discussed in Part 2 - Indoor Cooking, the reverse sear
is a method by which you gently cook a steak through
to a desired level of doneness, before quickly searing the
outside prior to plating.

In this context, we are cooking through in a gas grill, set
up for indirect cooking, before searing over direct heat.

The reverse sear will suit a thicker steak, allowing us to
achieve amore even internal doneness. With a thinner
piece of meat, by the time the crust has developed,
we’re getting up there in the centre anyway, so it
doesn’t make so much sense. I’d avoid it for any steak
less than an inch and a half in thickness.

Cooking through

1. Set the grill up for indirect cooking, following the
steps in the previous section. Tweak the burner valves
for an ambient temperature of 100-120℃

2. Use your steel brush to clean the bars.

3. Place your seasoned steak onto the grill in the area
where you’ve placed the probe.

TIP - WE DON’T NOW NEED THE AMBIENT PROBE,
BECAUSE THE TEMPERATURE IS GOING TO REMAIN
CONSISTENT UNLESS WE ADJUST THE BURNER VALVES,
BUT DO LEAVE IT IN THERE - IT’LL WARN YOU IF YOU
RUN OUT OF GAS. EVERYONE HAS RUN OUT OF GAS AT
SOME POINT. IT’S MORE COMMON WITH LONG, SLOW
COOKS, AND INDEED HAS FAR MORE DIRE
CONSEQUENCES THAN IT DOES IN THIS SCENARIO, BUT
WE NEED TO KNOW IF IT HAPPENS.

4. Insert the meat probe into the centre of (one of) the
steak(s), and close the lid.

As mentioned in the DONENESS section, be wary if
they vary in thickness. It’s not a good plan to monitor

the thickest one, and find out later that the others have
gone too far. Better to monitor the thinnest, removing
that one when it’s ready, andmoving the probe into one
of the thicker ones for a few more minutes of cooking if
needs be. It’s always far easier if the steaks are the same
size.

5. Now you just need to keep an eye on the meat probe
readings, until you hit the target.

The searing phase is going to add some cooking of its
own, and we need to account for that. Equally there will
be some carry-over with this method, as we are some‐
what hotter than the target temperature overall, in con‐
trast to sous vide, for example, where we are applying
heat at the target temperature for a longer time.

I’d aim for the following temperatures

Rare - 35℃
Medium rare - 40℃
Medium - 45℃

We are likely to gain another 5℃ as we sear, and poten‐
tially another 5-10℃ resting. Develop your own instinct
and preference for this, knowing that you can always
cook things a bit more, never a bit less.

6. Once you hit the target internal temperature for the
cooking phase, take the steak off the grill, and set it
aside while you heat the grill to its hottest setting. Close
the lid and crank all the burners.

7. Once you hit themaximum temperature your grill can
achieve, get the steak on, and shut the lid.

8. Watch constantly for flare-ups. Keep an eye out for
plumes of smoke coming fromunder the lid, and for the
distinctive sound of fats igniting on the bars beneath
the cooking grate. Move, and turn the steak as often as
you need to.

THE REVERSE
SEAR ON A GAS GRILL
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9. Once you have formed a good crust, get the meat off and rest it on a
roasting rack. See the RESTING section for details.

N.B. WE WANT TO KEEP THE LID CLOSED TO MAINTAIN THE HOTTEST
POSSIBLE TEMPERATURE. WE NEED TO BE AWARE THAT THIS MAY
RESULT IN A GREATER DEGREE OF INTERNAL COOKING DURING THE
SEARING PHASE. IT MIGHT BE NECESSARY TO REDUCE THE
TEMPERATURE AT WHICH WE END THE COOKING PHASE, IN ORDER TO
ALLOW FOR THIS, AND SO AVOID OVERCOOKING. IT DEPENDS ON THE
CHARACTERISTICS OF OUR PARTICULAR GRILL - HOW HOT IT GETS.
CONDUCT YOUR OWN EXPERIMENTS AND YOU WILL SOON DEVELOP AN
INSTINCT FOR HOW MUCH TO REVISE YOUR TARGETS.

N.B. SOME PEOPLE USE A HAND-HELD CHEF’S BLOWTORCH TO AID THE
SEARING PROCESS. PERSONALLY I FIND THAT SIMPLY BURNS THE MEAT,
AND I DON’T DO IT.
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In this approach, we’re not clearly separating the cook‐
ing and searing phases, but judging that a good crust
will form by the time the inside of the steak hits the de‐
sired doneness. This is an exercise in balancing the
thickness and starting temperature of themeat, against
the temperature in the box.

Asmentioned in the COOKINGWITH GAS section, when
compared to a skillet, we are effectively cooking in a gas
oven, albeit on a hot cooking grate. That grate is going
to give usmore leeway as we try to achieve this balance.
Any liquids emerging from themeat are going to either
vaporise, or drip down onto the ‘flavorizer bars’. Even if
the grill is turned down to lower temperatures, that
steak is not going to boil.

1. Turn the grill on, getting it as hot as possible. Crank
all the burners, leave the lid shut, andwait until the tem‐
perature stops rising on the lid thermometer.

2. Give the hot grill a good brush to remove any residue.

3. Place the seasoned steak on, and shut the lid.

Now, we need to make a judgement call, based on the
steak, and the characteristics of the grill. If we own a
three-burner grill, wemight reduce heat on the burners
a bit. Some of the two-burner grills will be best left on
full tilt. The thicker the steak, the more we may need to
reduce the level of the burner valves.

4. Watch like a hawk and listen out for any indication of
flare-ups. If you see a lot of smoke, or hear ‘flashes’ of
igniting fat, open the lid immediately and move the
steak. In any event don’t give it more than 2-3 minutes
on that first side.

5. Turn it and let the crust form on the second side.

6. After a couple of minutes check the internal temper‐
ature.

As above, we need to anticipate some significant carry-
over, and I’d take it off at least 10℃ shy of the final target.

Rare - 40℃
Medium Rare - 45℃
Medium - 50℃

7. Rest it on a roasting rack. See the RESTING section for
details.

THE STRAIGHT
COOK ON A GAS GRILL
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CRISS-CROSSED LINES

Some people like steakhouse-style sear lines across
their steak. Personally I want to form crust on as
much of the surface as possible, and I’m not going
to leave ‘gaps’ in that crust in order to make cross-
hatched lines. But, if that’s your thing, you’ll need to
turn the steak three times only after the initial
placement onto the grill - once through 90º, turn
over, then again through 90°.

If you have to move it more than that you’re going
to find it hard to maintain the clarity of the lines. I
would personally never risk burning a steak, or
allowing flare-ups to leave oily residue, in an
attempt to create clear lines.



There’s something about meat cooked over burning
wood that speaks to a core part of us human animals.
It’s effectively an acknowledgment of our evolution, of
the discoveries that elevated our species to the status
we now enjoy. You find a passion for this style of cookery
in every culture, on every continent, and in every corner
of our world. Barbecuing is so popular that in the con‐
text of slow smoking, people are quite willing to mess
about outside, at 3am, in their underpants, just to get
the smoker going in time to deliver dinner the next
night. Luckily for us, steak cookery is a rather quicker
process, and one we can undertake more or less fully
clothed.

When we introduce wood as a fuel, the movement of
hot air brings with it that great flavour-provider, smoke.
This represents a true upgrade over any other method
of steak cookery. The smoke adheres to the surface of
the meat, particularly at first, when the surface is rela‐
tively cool and moist. Many people consider the subtle
flavours of ‘clean’ smoke from a high-quality fuel to be
the ultimate seasoning.

Burning down

When we initially set the fuel alight, it will go through a
phase of burning with a ‘cooler’ yellow flame, and giving
off some black, acrid smoke.We don’t want this smoke
to come into contact with our food, as it’s bitter-tast‐
ing, and somewhat toxic. So, what we want to do is to
allow the fuel to first move through that phase, until it
produces cleaner, white smoke. The way to achieve this
is to light the fuel in a starter chimney, and allow it to
‘burn down’ in there for a time, before bringing it into
the cook itself. As it burns down, the smoke will clear,
and intensely hot orangey/red flames will reach high
above the coals. The coals themselves will still bemostly
black at this point. Eventually, the flames will fall to a
soft, red glow, and the surface of the coals will be coated
with a white, dusty ash. At this point, the coals are ready.

A couple ofwarnings:

Initially, coals can be extremely hot, and it’s very easy to
simply burn the steak. A touch of charring can add
some flavour, but if you take that a tiny bit too far you
end up with a bitter flavour, and a thick, carbonised
crust. It’s not going to be nice if it comes off the grill
looking like Darth Vader’s helmet. In contrast to a skillet
cook, we may need to move, and turn the steak often -
at times, every few seconds.

“IF WE COOK OVER COALS THAT ARE TOO HOT, WE RISK
BURNING THE CRUST.”

COOKING WITH COALS
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WHY USE A STARTER CHIMNEY?

A starter chimney has several advantages over lighting
fuel in the barbecue itself. The physical shape of the
chimney makes the coals easy to light, and quicker to
burn down. As they are confined to a taller, narrower
enclosure, they will all light, and will burn evenly. If you
light the coals in the barbecue, there’s a tendency for
some areas to light more easily than others, and even
for some to go out altogether.

On top of all this, the chimney allows us this ability to
burn down coals in a separate enclosure, ready to feed
into the barbecue as and when we need them.

As with the gas grill, fats dripping down onto the hot
coals below have a tendency to ignite, causing flare-
ups. In order to avoid the unpleasant black, oily residue
that these cause, we can’t let a steak sit above burning
fats for any length of time. Flare-ups will increase in
frequency as the cook progresses, and more fats are
rendered out.



When we set up for indirect heat, we want to create
space between the fuel and the food. In the simplest
scenario, we place the fuel at one side of the enclosure,
and the food at the other.

If there’s simply not enough distance to create the sep‐
aration we need, either because we have a really small
barbecue, or because we have a large piece, or quantity
of meat, there are products available which can help.
These typically come in the form of a ‘shield’ of some
sort, protecting the meat from picking up direct heat.
There might be a cone-shaped piece of metal to cover
the fuel, like a volcano, or for example, the circular ‘plate’
that Weber supply in their Mastertouch kettles. If you’re
using one of these devices, they will comewith reams of
instructions on how best to set them up.

Know that in this context, cooking steak at home, the
ubiquitous 57cm Weber-style kettle has enough space
to cook indirectly without having to buy anything else.

It is worth noting that becausewe are setting the barbe‐
cue up to behave like a convection oven, we need a lid.

Whether we’re using distance or some sort of shielding,
we want to ensure that we get the temperature right,
and that the fuel is burning cleanly.

Maintaining temperature

What we’re looking for here is a consistent, and rela‐
tively low temperature of around 100-120℃. In the con‐
text of steak, indirect heat is going to be used for the

cooking phase of the reverse sear, and we don’t want
the outside of the meat to overcook before the inside
reaches our target temperature. To this endwewill cook
with just a small quantity of charcoal - a few briquettes
or pieces of lumpwood. Experiment to find the quantity
you need in your barbecue.

So, we can maintain our temperature and the quality of
the smoke by feeding the fuel supply from our starter
chimney, using heat-resistant gloves and barbecue
tongs to transfer safely.

Now, in the context of a long, slow cook, lasting several
hours, this practice of gradually feeding the fuel in is go‐
ing to become our ‘bread and butter’. But if we’re talk‐
ing about steak, the cooking time is going to be rela‐
tively short. We likely won’t need to do it at all.

You will need:

A barbecue, obviously
A starter chimney - don’t get a tiny one;
Good quality lumpwood charcoal, without any ‘quick
burn’ accelerant. The quality of the fuel you use will sig‐
nificantly affect the flavour of your food.
Wood chips, if you wish to use them.
Firelighters - you can improvise with egg boxes or Kraft
paper, and a splash of cooking oil
A dual probe barbecue thermometer
A steel wire grill brush

N.B. YOU CAN FIND SPECIFIC EQUIPMENT
RECOMMENDATIONS IN THE ADDENDUM

SETTING UP FOR INDIRECT
COOKING IN A KETTLE BARBECUE
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1. Fill your starter chimneywith coals, and get it going.

Lumpwood tends to break up a bit in the bag, and you can wind upwith
smaller burning fragments that will drop through the bottom of the
grate in the starter chimney, so you must place it on a surface that isn’t
going to burn i.e concrete, rather than your wooden decking.

TIP - AVOID POURING OVER ANY CHARCOAL DUST THAT HAS
COLLECTED IN THE BOTTOM OF THE BAG. TOO MUCH OF IT CAN CHOKE
THE FIRE.

2. Let the fuel burn down, as discussed above.

3. Remove the cooking grate from the barbecue and pour in some
coals, on one side, right up against the edge.

Weber provide coal ‘buckets’ with some of their models. These sorts of
things are useful but don’t worry if you don’t have them.

4. Replace the cooking grate, fit the grill temperature probe on the
opposite side, a couple of inches in from the edge, and close the lid.

Ensure that the vents are partially open, or the coals will starve and go
out.

5. Monitor the temperature on the probe. It will stabilise after a few
minutes. Add a few more coals to increase the temperature if needs be.
You can use the vents to tweak it up and down, opening them a little to
increase the heat, and closing them up to reduce it.

Be aware that if you have too few coals, achieving temperature by
opening the vents right up, they’re going to burn out fast. You’d be
better to add a few more hot coals from the chimney, than just crank
the vents wide open.

6. Clean the grillwith a steel brush, before you place any meat onto the
bars.

N.B. THE BUILT-IN LID THERMOMETER MAY READ 150℃, WHILE THE
PROBE ONLY SHOWS 100℃. THIS IS BECAUSE IT’S PICKING UP FAR
MORE DIRECT HEAT. HOW CLOSE THE TWO READINGS ARE WILL
DEPEND ON WHERE YOU PLACE THE FUEL AROUND THE
CIRCUMFERENCE OF THE KETTLE. THIS IS WHY IT’S FAR BETTER TO
USE A PROBE THAN TO RELY ON THE BUILT-IN THERMOMETER.
THAT, AND THE FACT THAT THE DIGITAL PROBES OFTEN HAVE
REMOTE MONITORS, WHICH ALLOW YOU TO GO BACK INDOORS
AND PREPARE OTHER THINGS.
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Direct cooking is rather simpler.

We create a bed of white-hot fuel, which we have al‐
lowed to burn down in the starter chimney. We want
some physical depth here - if the layer is too shallow,
there won’t be enough sustained heat.

Now, while we are looking to cook directly, we always
want to leave an area free of burning fuel. This will allow
us to move the steak away from any flare-ups, and to
slow things down if we need to: By creating two zones,
we gain the ability to instantly change the temperature
we apply, by simply moving the steak between them.
While we can’t quickly change the behaviour of the
coals themselves, there is no other approach that
matches the instant control, the immediacy that we
have at our disposal here.

In terms of positioning the fuel, you can favour one side
of the grill, or you can opt for the centre, with a cooler
zone around the edges. Keep in mind the surface area
you have available in each zone vs how much food you
have to cook at one time.

1. Fill your starter chimney with fuel, get it going, and
allow it to burn down.

In the meantime, ensure that the fuel grate and base of
the kettle are clear of any ash or old debris, and that the
bottom vents are fully open.

2. Remove the cooking grate from the barbecue and
pour the coals in at your chosen position, either to one
side or in the centre.

3. If you used a small chimney, and you don’t feel there
is enough fuel, add somemore on top, and wait for that
to burn down.

4. Replace the cooking grate, and again, when it’s had
some time to heat up, use your steel brush to clean the
bars of any sooty or oily residue.

SETTING UP FOR DIRECT
COOKING IN A KETTLE BARBECUE
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As discussed in Part 2 - INDOOR COOKING, and in the
COOKING WITH GAS section, the reverse sear is a
method by which you gently cook a steak through to a
desired level of doneness, before quickly searing the
outside.

In this context we are cooking through in a kettle barbe‐
cue, set up for indirect cooking, before adding fresh,
hot fuel, and searing over direct heat.

The reverse sear will suit a thicker steak, allowing us to
achieve amore even internal doneness. With a thinner
piece of meat, by the time the crust has developed,
we’re getting up there in the centre anyway, so it
doesn’t make so much sense. I’d avoid it for any steak
less than an inch and a half in thickness.

Of all the reverse sear options discussed throughout
Ruston’s Boneyard Guide To Steak, the most significant
in terms of flavour comes from conducting the cooking
phase over good quality lumpwood charcoal. When I
say ‘over’ coals, what I mean is ‘NOT over’ - we want to
get our steak as far away from the heat source as we
can, as discussed in the ‘Setting Up For Indirect Cooking
In a Kettle Barbecue’ section.

1. Prepare the barbecue for indirect cooking, following
the steps in the previous COOKING WITH COALS sec‐
tion.

2.Place the seasoned steak onto the cooking grate, as
far as possible from the fuel, in the area that you’remon‐
itoring with the ambient probe.

3. Insert the meat probe into the centre of (one of) the
steak(s).

As mentioned in the DONENESS section, be wary if
they vary in thickness. It’s not a good plan to monitor
the thickest one, and find out later that the others have
gone too far. Better to monitor the thinnest, removing
that one when it’s ready, andmoving the probe into one
of the thicker ones for a few more minutes of cooking if
needs be.

4. Shut the lid.

Watch out with a very thick steak, that if it’s really close
to the edge, the meat isn’t going to make contact with
the sooty lid as you close it.

Now it’s simply a question of keeping an eye on the
temperatures of both the grill and the meat, until you
hit the target.

The searing phase is going to add some cooking of its
own, and we need to account for that. Equally there will
be some carry-over with this method, as we are some‐
what hotter than the target temperature overall, in con‐
trast to sous vide, for example, where we are applying
heat at the target temperature for a longer time.

I’d aim for the following temperatures

Rare - 35℃
Medium rare - 40℃
Medium - 45℃

We are likely to gain another 5℃ as we sear, and poten‐
tially another 5-10℃ resting. Develop your own instinct
and preference for this, knowing that you can always
cook things a bit more, never a bit less.

THE REVERSE
SEAR OVER COALS
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Now, on to the sear

We need to get this sear done before the steak begins
to overcook. In the event that it’s sitting on there for
more than a couple of minutes or so, and the crust isn’t
really happening, you have a choice tomake - you either
compromise on the crust, or accept that the steak will
be overdone if you persist.

Don’t be tempted to add more fuel and hope for the
best - that will just generate a lot of acrid smoke, and
not a lot of heat.The lesson there is one of patience - not
at that moment, but before, when preparing the grill. To
build real heat into the coals, you need a good depth of
fuel, and plenty of time for it to properly burn down.

If you’re using a Weber kettle with a GBS cooking grate,
and coal buckets, you could consider dropping the cen‐
tre section of the grate down onto the top of the buck‐
ets, moving the steak as close as possible to the coals.

Get out of jail free: If it’s really not happening, just take it
off, change your approach to the hot fat in a skillet, or
the gas grill if you also have one, and enjoy the hint of
smokiness that you’ve achieved thus far.

5. During the cooking phase, stoke your chimney
starter, and get plenty of fuel well underway.

6. When you’re ready to sear, open both the lid, and the
vents in the base of the kettle.Wewant asmuch air flow
as possible.

7. Lift the cooking grate out using heat-proof gloves, and
carefully add the fresh, hot fuel from the chimney
starter. Replace the grate and give it a minute or two to
heat up.

8. Get the steak on, directly over the hot coals. Turn it
within a few seconds, and be sure tomove it as soon as
you see a flare-up.

9. As soon as the crust is formed, take it off to rest on a
roasting rack. See the RESTING section for details.

10. Close the lid and all the vents. The fuel will be starved
of oxygen, and go out, potentially saving a quantity of it
for your next cook.

TIP - IF YOU FIND WHEN TRYING THIS THAT YOUR CRUST
IS TAKING TOO LONG TO FORM, NEXT TIME ADJUST THE
TARGET TEMPERATURE FOR THE COOKING PHASE. IF
YOU SEARED AT 35℃, MAYBE PULL THAT BACK TO 30℃,
GIVING YOU MORE LEEWAY TO GET YOUR CRUST
FORMED.
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Searing over the chimney

When cooking a single steak, some people place a small grill over the
top of a starter chimney, taking advantage of that close proximity to very
intense and focused heat to sear their steak. As above, you would get
the chimney well-stoked and very hot while the cooking phase is un‐
derway, but then, rather than introducing that fuel to the kettle, sear the
steak over the chimney itself.

WARNING - The chimney is not designed to support the grill and the
steak. It could topple over. It’s going to be extremely hot, so you’d need
to be careful working with it in this way. Furthermore, it doesn’t really
save us much in the way of effort, vs just pouring the coals into the bar‐
becue.

Because the chimney is not designed for this, there’s no particularly safe
way to do it, at least not one that I’m going to recommend in a book like
this. You will come across other people doing it, and I’m not saying you
shouldn’t. I’m just saying that I can’t advocate it here.

N.B. IF YOU’VE READ PART 2 OF THIS GUIDE, ON INDOOR COOKING,
YOU MAY REMEMBER THAT THE COOKING THROUGH
TEMPERATURES ARE A LITTLE HIGHER THAN THEY ARE HERE IN THE
OUTDOOR SECTION. THIS IS BECAUSE IN MY EXPERIENCE, IT TAKES
LONGER TO SEAR A DEEP, GOLDEN CRUST ON A GAS GRILL OR
BARBECUE, THAN IT DOES IN HOT FAT ON THE STOVE TOP. WHY?
BECAUSE IF WE GO TOO HOT OUTDOORS, WE JUST END UP WITH A
THIN LAYER OF BURNT CRUST. WE NEED TO TAKE A LITTLE TIME TO
DEVELOP THE COLOUR AND DEPTH WE’RE LOOKING FOR, WITHOUT
SIMPLY BURNING THE SURFACE OF THE MEAT. IF YOU’VE DECIDED
TO COOK THROUGH OVER COALS, BUT SEAR IN HOT FAT IN A
SKILLET, YOU MAY NEED TO COOK THROUGH TO A SLIGHTLY HIGHER
TEMPERATURE. JUST BE AWARE OF THE NUANCES HERE.
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In this approach we’re not clearly separating the cook‐
ing and searing phases. As we shall discover, this ap‐
proach has the scope to incorporate all of our methods
in one.

The straight cook over coals is different to the straight
cook on the hob. In the skillet, we need tomaintain the
temperature of the fat at a level hot enough to instantly
vaporise any watery liquids flowing out of the steak. If
we don’t, the steak will boil. Our crust is going to form
reasonably quickly, limiting the total amount of time we
can leave the steak in the skillet. Therefore, a skillet cook
will suit a thinner steak more than a thick one.

Conversely, out on the barbecue, any emerging liquids
that don’t instantly evaporate, or sear into the crust are
going to drip down through the cooking grate. Even if
we cook at a lower temperature,we’re not going to boil
the steak. We can even cook a steak with a wet surface,
that would have caused us problems in the skillet.

Over coals we can cook at a slower pace, at a lower
temperature than we can in a skillet, while still form‐
ing a crisp crust.

The straight cook over coals is also different to the
straight cook on a gas grill. As previously discussed,
the gas grill behaves more like an oven, maintaining
temperature by virtue of a closed lid. While we have in‐
stant control over the heat source, the cooking grate

and the box itself will take longer to respond to changes.
Over coals, however, we have the ability to make instant
adjustments by simply moving the steak. We can be
nimble, we can pivot.

As discussed in the COOKING WITH COALS section, we
give ourselves the option of turning down the heat if we
need to, by setting up our temperature zones. When
we consider that we are constantly moving the meat as
we see fit, subjecting it to different levels of heat, per‐
haps leaving it in the indirect zone for longer periods,
opening or closing the lid or vents, we can start to see
that the straight cook over coals is quite different to
that in a skillet: It’s really a marriage of all our ap‐
proaches - a little bit reverse sear, a little bit straight
cook, a little oven finish. Hotter one moment, cooler the
next, with an immediacy that we can’t match indoors.
Once we gain experience and develop judgement, we
can cook a thicker steak, a thinner one, something
cooler orwetter.

We can also let the coals burn down a little more, and
cook the steak for longer, at a slower pace. In my experi‐
ence this can yield a far more even internal doneness
than can be achieved with a skillet cook. I’m not entirely
sure why this is the case, but I expect it’s something to
do with the nature of the heat transfer, and the ability to
cook at a lower temperature.

THE STRAIGHT COOK
OVER COALS
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In my opinion, the straight cook over coals is the best way to cook a
steak. It’s both flexible and flavoursome, while being in itself such a reward‐
ing experience. This primal trinity of mankind, meat and fire, requires us to
really cook. This isn’t some sterile, foolproof way of delivering cookie-cutter
food. We are firmly in the driving seat, pitting our judgement against the
variables. When we get it right, the results are unmatched. This is what it’s
all about.

1. Set up for direct cooking, creating two zones as discussed in the COOK‐
INGWITH COALS section.

2. When the fuel is white hot, and glowing, and the cooking grate is hot,
clean it with a steel brush before placing the seasoned steak directly
over the fuel.

3. Now it’s time to be a cook.

Turn it often to start off with. It’s important to get a sense
of howmuch heat there is, and so how long you can leave
the steak before it will start to burn. It may only be a few
seconds initially.

Watch for flare-ups,moving or turning the steak as soon
as you see flamesmaking contact with it. If it looks like it’s
going too fast, or if you’ve already achieved a good crust,
move it out of the hottest part of the grill, to the ‘cooler’
zone.

If you need more crust, look for the hottest fuel.

Feel the steak for doneness. Use your folding probe to
check it as you go.

It pays to achieve a good crust as soon as possible, as you
don’t want to find that you’re cooked through but the crust isn’t happen‐
ing.

4. Keep an eye on the internal temperature.

We need to anticipate some significant carry-over, and I’d take it off at least
10℃ shy of the final target.
Rare - 40℃
Medium Rare - 45℃
Medium - 50℃

5. Take it off and rest it on a roasting rack. See the RESTING section for de‐
tails.
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CLOSING THE LID

The use of the lid allows us further control and
flexibility. When we close the lid, we are reducing
the amount of oxygen getting to the coals,
trapping smoke and steam, and changing the
ratio of direct to indirect heat: The closed lid
increases the ambient temperature around the
meat, and reduces the ferocity of the burning
coals beneath.

So, when should we consider closing the lid?

1. If we are cooking a steak that is either thicker,
cooler or both, and we are concerned that the
crust will burn before the meat is cooked
through, it may be advantageous to close the lid.
The vents, both in the base and the lid, allow us to
control the amount of airflow, and so the
temperature.

2. If we are cooking a fattier cut, ribeye or sirloin
being obvious examples, and the rendered fats
are continuously causing flare-ups, we can
temper these flames by closing the lid.

Both scenarios can arise when our coals are still
too hot, and ideally we would wait for them to
cool down. But there are times when we just
need to get on with it - guests are waiting, side
dishes are ready, and closing the lid can help us to
reduce that fierce heat. We need to be aware that
we will cook themeat throughmore rapidly - this
is not going suit a thinner steak. Keep a close eye
on both the internal temperature of the meat,
and how the crust is developing. Open the lid as
soon as you feel that you need to skew the ratio
back in favour of direct heat.



If I had to choose one method of cooking steak, it would be on a
barbecue, over lumpwood charcoal. As we’ve discussed, this method
yields the greatest flavour, and a remarkable degree of versatility. But
personal preference isn’t the only factor we need to consider.

1. What equipment do we have available? If we own only one of either
a kettle barbecue or a gas grill, that’s a decision made straight away.

2. Are there any practical considerations?

Do we need the larger cooking area that our gas grill provides? Do
we need both, perhaps setting up a reverse sear, cooking through on
the gas, and searing on the barbecue?

Is it raining or snowing in a way that might make the barbecue
difficult?

Are we sure we have enough gas, enough coals?

Have we got time to get prepare the coals for cooking, or would it be
better, on this occasion, to just crank up the gas grill?

3. Is the steak itself going to affect our approach?

Is it a very thick steak, that might suit a reverse sear, over a straight
cooking method? Is it a cut that we prefer cooked with coals, rather
than gas?

In Part 2 - INDOOR COOKING, I gave the following advice, which bears
repeating here:

“In choosing your approach, don’t bite off more than you can chew.
Astronaut Cmdr Chris Hadfield talks about ‘aiming to be a zero’, by
which hemeans that it’s better to avoid disaster, than to go for gold all
the time. This applies here. Choose your moments to push the boat
out, to try new things. If you’re trying something new, something
complicated, or something that requires your attention to be divided,
do it in smaller quantities, for family or a couple of close friends. If you
have twenty guests to feed at your spouse’s birthday party, play it safe:
Don’t put yourself in a situation where you risk running out of time,
fuel, space, or attention. Go for the easier option.”

CHOOSING AN
OUTDOOR METHOD
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Welcome to Part 4 - SIDES, the final part of the guide.

Now clearly, steak is the king of foods. Every other food is inferior. And
much as the ultimate way to enjoy a steak is on its own, unsullied by
lesser add-ons, our appetite undiluted, it seems that some people find
this concept eccentric, and would rather eat their steak ‘with’
something else on the plate. In the interests of completeness, it seems
that we must explore at least a couple of side dishes, and condiments.
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We can very much shift the ‘temperature’ of a meal by adjusting the sides
we choose to make.

If we opt for grilled ribeye, chips, and a creamy, smoky slaw, we’re creating
a dish that says ‘Lunch out in the sunshine, with friends’, one that says
‘Beer not wine’.

If we opt for fillet steaks with salsa verde and a salad, we’re creating a
lighter, more sophisticated flavour. Again, it feels like lunch, but it’s deli‐
cate - it’s a glass of chilled Proseccomore than it is a keg of the hoppy stuff.
It’s going to suit boiled new potatoes or roasted squash rather than chips.

Conversely, for dinner, we might choose to finish the steak with butter, or
opt for cooked sauces like red wine, or mushroom and cream. We might
do Pommes Anna, a gratin or confit potato. Lighter sides might include
steamed greens, celeriac puree or pea puree.

A note on salads:

I’m not going to start exploring salads too deeply in this book. The vari‐
ables are infinite, and the category is a bit broad. But, I will offer the follow‐
ing thoughts: Stick with leaves that have a robust flavour, that can stand
up against the steak - rocket (arugula) orwatercress, for example. Opt for
sharp dressings that counterbalance the richness of the meat - a simple
red wine and shallot vinaigrette or balsamic. Don’t load a salad up with
flavours that will confuse the flavour of the beef, and equally don’t com‐
pete with it - a pancetta and boiled egg salad is a delicious thing, but
you’re drifting into a battle of proteins if you’re not careful.

WHICH SIDES TO CHOOSE?
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If you stopped people in the street and asked them to
complete the phrase ‘Steak and…’, the vast majority of
them would reply ‘Chips’. For those of you in the U.S.
chips are french fries. And ‘fries’ is a fine descriptor be‐
cause typically they are deep-fried.

The strategy is to cut potatoes into the appropriate‐
shape, and then cook them in hot oil, first for a longer
period of time at a lower temperature, and then very hot
to crisp the outside. It’s exactly the same principle as re‐
verse-searing a steak.

Some chefs will employ techniques like freezing the
chips between stages, thus removing water content, or
going for a ‘triple cooked’ approach. We’re not going to
cook our chips this way. Why? Because as home cooks,
most of us are not equipped with a deep fat fryer; be‐
cause as human beings hoping to live out our lives in as
healthy way as possible, we want to avoid consuming
processed vegetable oil, and while we could use animal
fat, it would be prohibitively expensive in the sort of
quantity required.

We’re going to approach our chips as an oven cook, in
duck fat.

The potatoes

As with the steak, and indeed with all cooking, we need
to start off with the right ingredients. The perfect chip,
crisp on the outside, and fluffy inside, requires a potato
with the right balance of sugars to water content. If the
potato is too sugary, the corners will burn, and if it’s too
wet, we’ll never get it crisp. What you tend to end up
with is a rather soggy, anaemic chip, with blackened
corners.

We need to choose the right potato, and where I am
here in the U.K. that’s either King Edward, or Maris Piper.
They’re available in every supermarket up and down the
country. Always examine them to make sure that
they’re not sprouting, and choose bags that have a de‐
cent percentage of larger potatoes. Sometimes you’ll
end up with small ones, and there’s not a lot you can do
about that.

CHIPS
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COOKING:

1. Put a large saucepan ofwater on to boil, and turn the
oven on as hot as it will go.

2. While the water is coming up to the boil, peel the
potatoes, and cut them into chips. Think thick, pub-
style, fat-cut chips. Don’t try to make them too thin, be‐
cause they’ll fall apart with this cooking method. The
larger potatoes might give you six chips, possibly eight,
and the smaller ones four.

If you prefer, just cut the potatoes in rounds, rather like
you get with steak in an old-fashioned Italian. Just don’t
make them too thin - 0.75-1cm or so will work well, and
won’t break up too much.

3. Season the water.

This is our chance to get some flavour actually into the
chips, rather than just on the surface. We want that wa‐
ter to be as salty as seawater. If you’ve got a large 5-6 L
saucepan full of water, you’re going to need 2-3 big fist‐
fuls of salt to achieve that.

Dissolve it well, and swipe a finger into the simmering
water to taste it. Don’t worry, you’re not going to scald
yourself with a quick swipe, but do make sure that
you’ve washed any salt off your hands, so that you’re
tasting the water, not your salty fingers. Keep adding
salt until you achieve that seawater sort of saltiness.

The chances are you’re going to need more salt that
most people have in their cupboard. Personally I buy
salt in 1.5kg tubs so that I have enough to hand for this
sort of thing.

4. Get the chips into the boiling brine, and put the lid
on - this will help it to get back to the boil as quickly as
possible.

Watch it, because the moment it does start to boil
again, it will boil over - as soon as you see that lid start‐
ing to twitch, take it off, and reduce the heat a little to
achieve a simmer. What we’re looking to do here is to
soften the surface of the chips, to create a soft, porous
layer into which our duck fat will then soak.

N.B. YOU MIGHT HEAR CHEFS STATING THAT POTATOES
SHOULD GO INTO COLD WATER, NOT BOILING WATER.
THE REASON FOR THAT IS THAT WHEN BOILING NEW

POTATOES, OR POTATOES FOR MASHING, WE WANT
THEM TO COOK THROUGH AS EVENLY AS POSSIBLE, SO
THAT THE INTERIOR IS COOKED BEFORE THE EXTERIOR
BECOMES MUSHY. WE DON’T DO THAT HERE, BECAUSE
WE DON’T WANT THE CHIPS TO COOK THROUGH. IF
THEY DO, THEY’RE GOING TO FALL APART LATER IN THE
PROCESS, LEAVING US WITH A MUSH.

5. As soon as you’ve put the chips into thewater, it’s time
to get some fat into a tray, and into the oven.

I use duck fat due to the quantities required, but you
can use any good animal fat - goose, beef dripping or
tallow, lard - whatever is available to you. You can cer‐
tainly mix different fats - if you have some wonderful
beef dripping, but it’s not quite enough, top it up with a
splash of duck fat, or a chunk of lard.

Choose your largest flat oven tray, whether that be glass
or stainless steel. The golden rule of cooking potatoes
this way is that we must never crowd the tray - each
chip needs just that tiny bit of space of its own.

The silver rule, if you like, is not to skimp on the fat. We
need to cover the base of the tray completely, and
then some, ideally.

6 .Get that tray into the hot oven.

7. Simmer the potatoes until you’re able to scrape a line
of fluffy grooves in the surface of one with the tines of
a fork. It will take a fewminutes.

Drain them into a colander and let them steam dry for
a few minutes. What we’re looking for now is a flaky
white surface.

Give the colander a gentle sideways shake or two, to fluff
up the surfaces of the chips. If we had boiled them for
too long, they’d all crumble and fall apart at this point.
Don’t worry if a couple break - that’s fine.

8. Remove the tray of hot fat from the oven, carefully.

For this next part of the process, keep the oven gloves
on at all times. One of those BBQ gloves is a good idea.
We’re going to tip those chips into this smoking hot fat,
and when we do, it might splash up a bit. If it touches
your skin you will get burned, no two ways about it - be‐
lieve me, my hands are covered in little red scars. It goes
without saying that the general area of the stove is no
place for kids at this point.
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TWO UPGRADES

1. If we put our parboiled potatoes into a dry tray,
and put them in the fridge overnight, they will
dry out even more, potentially improving our
crust. In that scenario, when you’re ready to
cook, heat the fat on the hob in a saucepan, and
pour it over the cold chips, before cooking in the
oven as normal.

2. If we put our par-boiled potatoes into the hot
fat, let the whole lot cool down, and put that lot
into the fridge overnight, we will form some
resistant starch in the potatoes - the fats will
bind with some of the carbohydrates as they
cool, forming compounds which we don’t digest.
These compounds will be broken down by gut
bacteria, resulting in a lower carbohydrate chip.
It’s not drastic - they might lose about 25% of
their digestible carbs, but if you’re trying to
watch your intake, it can help.

Tip the potatoes into the tray, and use a spatula or
large spoon to turn them over in the hot, sizzling fat,
coating them entirely. Don’t worry if there’s some
potatomush left in the colander - leave that behind.Tilt
the tray if needs be, forming a deeper pool of fat at one
end, in which to baptise your potatoes.

Try to manoeuvre the potatoes themselves as little as
possible. The more we push them around, the greater
the chance that they will start to fall apart. Don’t start
tossing them here, there and everywhere.

9. Season the chips with some flaked salt. This will
help to make the crust even more textured and
delicious, but be careful for now, as we’ve already
added some seasoning in the water. Don’t go too far at
this stage. We can always add more later.

10. Now, we can get the tray back into the hot oven,
turning it down to around 150-160ºC.

The way to achieve an even, deep, golden crust, is to
cook the chips at a medium temperature. If we go too
hot, we’re going to get an uneven result, with a higher
chance of burning.

We want to periodically turn the chips, taking care not
to break them up, and we want to rotate the tray, so
that the chips cook evenly in all parts of it. If the fat is
very deep, wait until the chips have taken on some
colour, then pour some of it off into a bowl, reserving it.
The chips have taken on all the fat they’re going to
absorb by now, and we need to let the air get at them
a bit.

This process is going to take at least an hour, perhaps
90 minutes. Once done, pour off all the remaining fat,
and tip themout onto a thickwad of kitchen towel, just
to dry them off. They can be kept warm for a few
minutes in the oven, or served immediately.



While most would complete the phrase ‘Steak and…’
with ‘Chips’ or ‘Fries’, those of us in the low-carb world
would, in all likelihood, say ‘Eggs!’

There are lots of ways to prepare eggs, of course, but in
this scenario we’re probably talking about fried eggs.
Low-carb or not, a fried egg can make a fine accompa‐
niment for a steak, albeit a slightly redundant one from
a nutritional standpoint.

The secret to great eggs is fresh eggs - the white is
thick, and clings to the yolk. If the whites are runny, they
tend to simply flow away from the yolk as we put them
into the pan, resulting in a rather wide, flat egg. Obvi‐
ously we can’t conduct this test before we buy them, so
to a certain extent we have to take our chances: Choose
the box with the longest date stamp. Experiment with
different sources and brands to find one that tends to
give you consistently fresher eggs. If you can get them
from a local farm, so much the better. If you keep your
own chickens, well...

Aside from the issue of freshness, there’re those of qual‐
ity, and ethics.

The battery farming of hens is one of those things we
should never have allowed to happen. It’s inhumane,
unethical and unhealthy for both the hens, and those
who eat their meat or eggs. Don’t accept it, don’t sup‐
port it. Go for eggs from organically farmed, free-range
hens, and ideally those raised biodynamically*. Almost
any sort of manufactured chicken feed represents a
poor diet for those animals, and affects the quality of the
nutrients, and the fatty acid composition of their eggs.
You may prefer to choose duck eggs over hen’s eggs, as
ducks tend to feed on natural sources of foods, rather
than artificial feed. They are larger, have a larger yolk rel‐
ative to the white, but are a little more expensive.

*You can think of biodynamic farming as being what or‐
ganic farming should really be, but isn’t quite. It is what
most people conjure up in their minds when they imag‐
ine organic farming.

You can fry eggs in a well-seasoned skillet, but non-
stick frying pans are rather more suited to the task.

The problem with non-stick coatings is that they get
damaged extremely easily, and begin to flake off into

EGGS
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your food. This is harmful. Never, ever use a non-stick
pan that has begun to break down in this way. The
quickest way to damage them is to use sharp utensils, or
to put them in the dishwasher. They also quickly break
down if toomuch heat is applied - this is one reasonwhy
you should never cook steak in a non-stick pan.

I use Ozeri Stone Earth, or Eterna frying pans, which
have a non-toxic coating that’s far more robust than
teflon. They’re affordable and work well. The caveats
about heat, dishwashers and sharp utensils do still ap‐
ply, but they’re a good choice for frying eggs.

1. Get the pan on the heat and add a very generous
amount of decent animal fat. We want to completely
submerge the base of the pan.

As with the steak cookery, we can use beef dripping (tal‐
low), duck fat, goose, or lard. Again, do not use vegetable
or seed oils of any sort. Some people use extra virgin
olive oil, but it does impart a certain flavour to the eggs.

Wewant to get our fat nicely hot, but not smoking hot.
We’re looking for it to shimmer slightly, to sizzle if any‐
thing goes in, but not to start turning black! That won’t
do the egg, the fat or a non-stick pan any good.

2. While the fat is heating up, line your eggs up, and
crack the first one into a ramekin.

Why not crack them straight into the pan? Because
there’s nothing more upsetting in life than a fried egg
with a broken yolk. If the yolk breaks when you crack the
egg, and however careful you are, sometimes it will, you
do not want that egg going into the frying pan with the
others, spreading its unhappy message all over the
place. Put any broken-yolked eggs into a jar, and back
into the fridge for later - they can be scrambled.

We can minimise the chance of breaking the yolk by
cracking our eggs on a flat surface, not on the edge of
the pan, or the rim of the ramekin, tempting though it
is. When we crack eggs on an edge like that, we push
the sharp pieces of shell into the egg, and if the yolk
happens to be close to the shell at that point, we’re go‐
ing to pierce the membrane that contains it. So crack
gently on a flat work surface, and gently pull the shell

apart, taking care not to push it into the egg itself. Any
that are particularly watery, or runny, might be better
consigned to the scrambling jar.

3. Hold the ramekin close to the hot fat, and gently slide
the egg in.

Keep in mind that we want the white and yolk to hold
together asmuch as possible. Don’t use those little rings
that create a perfectly round egg, because this isn’t Mc‐
Donald’s. Hopefully we’re going to hear an appetising
sizzle, and the fat is going to flow deeply up around the
edges of our egg.

Keep cracking eggs into the ramekin, and adding to
the pan, but be mindful that we don’t want to crowd
the pan, or take too much heat out of the fat. Even a
large frying pan might only take three eggs at one
time.

4. Season them with flaked salt, especially the yolk. Of
course you don’t HAVE to use flaked salt, but it adds a
nice texture.

5. Take a spoon, and carefully slosh some of the bub‐
bling fat over the surface of the whites.

Try not to splash it over the yolk, as the thin layer of
white that covers the yolk will then go opaque, rather
ruining the look of the egg. Just use a little of that fat to
cook off any sections of rawwhite. Our aim here is to get
that gelatinous white cooked before the yolk thickens
too much.

We want a runny yolk, not only for flavour and texture,
but because as the yolk cooks, the cholesterol in it will
oxidise, turning a wonderful source of nutrients into
something rather less healthy.

This cooking process should only take a couple of min‐
utes or so. As soon as that white is cooked, and ideally
forming crisp, golden edges, get the egg out of the fat,
using a slotted spatula or spoon, and onto a wad of
kitchen roll. The fat will absorb, and the egg can go
straight onto the plate. It won’t sit around for long - just
enough time to carve your resting steak.
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SHOULD I USE THE SAME PAN THAT I
COOKED THE STEAK IN?

There’s nothing to stop you from putting eggs into
the fat that you’ve seared your steak in. The caveats
about skillets and fried eggs do apply, as does the
caveat about the fat not being smoking hot. But by
the time you’re at egg frying point, the fat will have
cooled. The advantage of using this same fat is that
it’s flavoured with the meat, and it saves on the
expense of adding fresh fat.

There are some issues however:

Firstly, those flavourful bits of steak-cooking ‘debris’
in that skillet are going to make the egg look ‘dirty’
which may or may not bother you.

Secondly, theremaywell be a lot of residual salt in the
skillet, having fallen off the steak. This may result in
over-seasoned eggs.

Finally, if the fat became extremely hot, it might have
gone rather black, which is really not what we want
for cooking a fried egg.

To avoid these issues, take a spoon of fat from the
skillet and assess the colour. If it’s black, use fresh fat
in your non-stick pan. If it’s golden brown, pour the
fat out of the skillet into the egg pan, leaving any bits
or residual salt in the skillet.



Bone marrow is a real treat. It’s effectively a highly nutri‐
tious fat, and has the lowest melting point of any bovine
fat. This gives it a soft, delicate texture, to complement
its unique flavour.

It’s a natural assumption that the stuff can be found in
any bones, but in fact we can only get it in any useful
quantity from the large diameter leg bones of a cow.
These are typically cut into either rounds, or split length‐
wise. The lengthwise split is more useful in this context,
because the bone itself acts as a dish for the marrow
within, making it less likely to simply spill out as it starts
to render. When cut in rounds, it’s simply liable to flow
out as it heats.

Season the surface of themarrowwith salt, and place the
bones directly under a medium hot grill. You want the
marrow to heat through before the surface burns.The
marrow will partially melt, developing a crisp, brown,
bubbly crust.

You can also cook in your oven, cranking it up as hot as
you can.

Some people like to sprinkle breadcrumbs, or a combi‐
nation of crumbs and herbs over the top before cooking.
I personally prefer it plain.

N.B. BONE MARROW IS RICH. IF YOU’RE THE SORT OF
PERSON WHO CUTS THE FAT OUT OF THE CENTRE OF
THEIR RIBEYE, AND LEAVES IT ON THE PLATE, THIS IS NOT
THE ACCOMPANIMENT FOR YOU. IF, LIKE ME, YOU’RE THE
PERSON WHO GRABS AND EATS THOSE CHUNKS OF FAT
AT THE FIRST OPPORTUNITY, AND HOLDS A LASTING
GRUDGE SHOULD ANYONE SWEEP THEM INTO THE BIN
BEFORE I’VE HAD A CHANCE TO DO SO, THE MARROW
COULD BE RIGHT UP YOUR STREET.

GRILLED BONE MARROW
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A large dollop of sticky caramelised onions can be a fine
playmate for a steak.

These are the simplest thing in the world, but simple
doesn’t always mean easy. Unfortunately we are re‐
quired to summon that most inconvenient virtue, pa‐
tience.

1. Chop 2-3 onions into slices, or thin wedges, discard‐
ing the stem, and any green shoots that might be
sprouting in the centre (a sign that you ideally need a
fresher onion)

2. Put a big chunk of butter in a non-stick frying pan
and get it foaming.

3. Add the onions, toss them through the butter and
season them well, with a really good pinch of flaked
salt.

4. Turn the heat right down, and conjure patience. Just
let them very slowly take on colour, stirring them from
time to time.

5. When they’re crisp and sticky, they’re ready. It’ll take
time - at least half an hour, maybe more.

There are some rules:

Use good onions. They can be brown, white or red, but

make sure they’re not visibly sprouting (you can’t always
predict if this process will have started internally), and
are firm to the touch. If they’re soft, if you can feel some
give within the layers, they’re going to be dried out in‐
side. The better the onions, the better the flavour of
those sugars that we’re teasing out of them. I’d buy or‐
ganic ones if they’re fresh enough to use.

Do not rush it. If you turn up the heat, you’re going to
find that the onions start to burn on the outside, with‐
out releasing the sugars within.

Do not be tempted to start pouring brown sugar or
whatever else into the pan to ‘help the caramelisation
process’. Onions contain a lot of sugar of their own. If
you give them gentle heat and time, they will give it up.
If you add sugar, you will wind up with onions that have
not yet caramelised, coated in caramel - which is not the
same.

You COULD add some balsamic vinegar late in the
process, giving the onions more of a chutney flavour.
This can work well, but it’s also going to tread on them a
little, and personally I want a great ingredient to sing its
own praises, without giving it help that it shouldn’t
need. The balsamic approach works best in the context
of salads, or when the onions are accompanying a
cheese.

CARAMELISED ONIONS
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TIP - IF YOU WANT THOSE CRISP SHOESTRING ONIONS, FOLLOW THE
SAME APPROACH, BUT SLICE THE ONIONS AS THINLY AS YOU POSSIBLY
CAN, WITH A VERY SHARP KNIFE. DISCARD ANY THICKER BITS. WHEN
THEY’RE DONE, TIP THEM OUT ONTO KITCHEN PAPER TO DRAIN OFF ANY
RESIDUAL BUTTER. OVER THE COURSE OF A FEW MINUTES, THEY’LL
CRISP UP EVEN FURTHER.
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This is basically a classic Sauce Diane. It’s a bit 1970’s but you might
love this slathered over steak.

1. Brown some shiitakes, ceps or girolles in bit of beef dripping, over
amedium high heat.

AVOID THE TRADITIONAL WHITE BUTTON OR CHESTNUT MUSH‐
ROOMS, WHICH ARE DESPERATELY UNEXCITING.

2. Add some butter, finely sliced shallot and garlic, salt and pepper,
and turn the heat down. Don’t let the garlic, onions or butter burn.
Soften them gently.

3. Once softened, crank the heat up on the pan, and before things
turn nasty, deglaze the pan with a good splash of brandy.

You can use a blow torch to ignite the brandy, and burn off the alco‐
hol.

Reduce any remaining liquid. If you don’t want to use brandy, a little
splash of red wine vinegar is a good way to counter the creaminess
of this sauce.

4. Add a teaspoon of Dijon mustard, and one of Worcestershire
sauce

5. Finish with a big slug of double cream (heavy cream in the U.S),
and some fresh parsley. Reduce to get the consistency you want, but
be careful not to turn it into a paste by mistake.

MUSHROOM,
BRANDY AND CREAM SAUCE
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Argentina loves steak. Argentina loves steak perhaps evenmore than
America does. And when you serve steak in Argentina, you’d better
serve it with Chimichurri.

Again, this is a simple blend of ingredients, thrown (lovingly) into a
food processor and blitzed.

Parsley - a good couple of bunches, leaves only.

Thyme - a couple of sprigs, again leaves only.

Chilli flakes - start with a teaspoon or so, and add to taste.

Olive oil - as always, use a really good one, extra virgin.

A good slug of apple cider vinegar

Garlic - mince 2-3 cloves, discarding any green shoots in the centre.

The juice of a fresh lemon.

A couple of spring onions

Salt to taste.

In Argentina, every family has their own blend. Make yours. Refine
your quantities. Be more Argentinian.

CHIMICHURRI
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SALSA VERDE

A good salsa verde is the perfect accompaniment for
steak.

The basic gist of it is that you get nice big handfuls of
basil, flat-leaf parsley and mint, and season them up
with Dijon mustard, red-wine vinegar, capers, an‐
chovies, garlic and pickles. Olive oil then provides the
medium in which all this sits. Shove the whole lot into a
food processor, and pulse it to your desired consistency.

Your exact proportions of all these things depends on your
palate, but I’d suggest that you start off with equal quan‐
tities of the herbs, removing any thick stalks, around eight
tablespoons of olive oil, three of vinegar, one level table‐
spoon of Dijon mustard, one of capers, a few anchovies,
and a few pickles. Keep notes of what you did and de‐
velop your own, perfect blend.

N.B. THE SALT IS COMING FROM THE ANCHOVIES, PICKLES
AND CAPERS. IF YOU GO OVERBOARD YOU’RE GOING TO
END UP WITH SOMETHING THAT’S OVER-SEASONED. SO
ERR ON THE SIDE OF CAUTION AND ADD MORE TO TASTE.

Aswith every recipe that uses olive oil in this way, the qual‐
ity of the end result is directly related to the quality of
the olive oil. For the best flavour, avoid blended oils, light
oils, oils in clear plastic bottles that have been exposed to

light etc. I do appreciate that this stuff is expensive. Rather
than spending the best part of ten quid on some tiny
500ml bottle at the store, see if you can periodically Ama‐
zon-up a big 3 or 5 litre can of single origin Cretan Extra-
Virgin. It might cost you £30, but it works out far, far
cheaper in the end, and I promise it will pay you back in
terms of flavour.

I’m not a fan of very coarsely chopped salsa verde. Some
chefs seem to want to de-construct it into a sort of salad
of distinct ingredients. No thanks. But equally you don’t
need to purée it. Just get it to a point where it’s turned into
a mixture of something, rather than a pile of clearly dis‐
cernible ingredients, bathed in olive oil.
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Pesto is a delicious, if rather unconventional alternative
to something like salsa verde, and will likely prove more
popular if there are kids around the table.

It works especially well if you’re doing a fresh, summery
lunch spread, with grilled steaks, salads and perhaps
breads. Think steak, avocado, tomato and olive salad,
pesto and Focaccia - that sort of thing.

Fresh basil leaves, toasted pine nuts, Pecorino, garlic,
olive oil and a squeeze of lemon juice. Pulse in a food
processor until you get a blended, but not puréed consis‐
tency.
.
Toast the pine nuts first, and let them cool down to
room temperature before you add them to the proces‐
sor. Just pop them in a dry pan over a low to medium
heat. Keep moving them around. Pine nuts do nothing
for the first few minutes, and then they burn in a heart‐
beat. Watch them like a hawk. They don’t need to be
completely brown or anything, just get a bit of colour on
them.

The balance of basil to Pecorinowill dictate how thick the
pesto is, and how rich. For a big bunch of basil, I typically

wind up with about 3-4 heaped tablespoons of Pecorino.

Pecorino, not Parmesan. But if you simply can’t get
Pecorino, of course you can substitute with a good Reg‐
giano. Just use the best quality cheese you possibly can.
It makes a massive difference to the end result.

As with the salsa verde, the quality of the extra-virgin
olive oil is everything here. See that section for more
info.

PESTO
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Horseradish cream is a fine accompaniment for beef.

Horseradish root is funny one. It can be eye-wateringly hot,
or unexpectedly mild, which can come as rather a surprise
after the brutal process of preparing it. Standing over the
grater with a peeled horseradish root for a fewminutes re‐
minds me of the last time I was exposed to CS spray. If you
think chopping onions is bad, grating horseradish is akin
to a highly realistic riot-control exercise. Don’t do it in front
of small children - they’ll be mentally scarred by the sight
of tears and mucous streaming from every facial orifice. I
assure you that it is, however, worth it.

The ingredients are simple - A fifty fifty combination of
double cream (heavy cream in the U.S) and soured cream,
whipped to soft peaks, freshly grated horseradish root,
lemon zest, salt and coarse, freshly-ground black pepper.

Start off with a small tub of each of the creams, combine
them in a mixing bowl, and whisk to soft peaks. If you
have an electric whisk, use it. The forthcoming grating is
arduous enough on its own, without also martyring your‐
self to the hand whisk.

Peel the horseradish root with a vegetable peeler, and

grate it. Don’t use the coarse side of the peeler that you
might use for a hard cheese, but equally you don’t need
the super-fine panel either.

You want quite a bit of the stuff. I’d grate the whole root,
and then start by adding about half of it and having a taste.
If it’s hot enough, fine, but you’ll likely end up adding the
rest: As above, it can sometimes be surprising how little im‐
pact it has.

The horseradish is going to add heat, but also give the
whole thing a drier, thicker consistency. Personally I like it
to be fairly robust in that respect. I don’t want it to be
‘sloppy’. If it becomes too thick for you, you can use a little
extra cream to let it down.

Mix it all through, and then season with salt, grated
lemon zest and black pepper. If there still isn’t enough
kick to it, use Dijon mustard to add a little more heat.

As I say, horseradish cream is great with beef - roast beef,
fillet of beef and, of course, steak. It workswell with a leaner
cut, and is at the more ‘elegant’ end of the scale. Don’t use
it alongside other ‘creamy’ accompaniments, like slaw -
the dish as a whole may become too gloopy.

HORSERADISH CREAM
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Cooking a steak in butter, garlic and herbs can add something, espe‐
cially to a steak that lacks flavour of its own. An alternative approach
to this is to place a disc of flavoured butter on top of a resting steak,
allowing a coating of unctuous, melting butter to coat the crust.

There’s nothing to stop you just using butter alone, but you can mix
other ingredients into butter, to make a ‘compound’ butter. The basic
technique is to allow unsalted butter to soften, whip it up with a fork
until smooth, and then fold, or blitz in other, more aromatic sources
of flavour. You then roll yourmixture up in cling film, and stick it in the
fridge until it firms up again. You can then cut it into discs as required.

The classic French approach is to use minced garlic, salt, finely
chopped shallot and parsley. I’ve seen recipes that add a dash of
Pernod to that.

You can use Dijon mustard and/or finely chopped tarragon.

A tasty variation adds the chimichurri flavours of parsley, thyme, gar‐
lic, lemon zest, onion and chilli.

If you think an ingredient might work, give it a go. Why not. The ad‐
vantage is that you can try a little and see what you think of it. If it
hasn’t worked out, never mind.

COMPOUND BUTTERS
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Some of the sides in this part of the guide use mayon‐
naise. Mayo poses a problem. Almost all commercially
available varieties contain vegetable oil. As discussed
back in the FATS section of Part 2: INDOOR COOKING,
this stuff is genuinely harmful, and is one of those things
we will look back on in years to come, wondering why
we ever passed it fit for human consumption.

Why? What’s the matter with vegetable oil? I’ve copied
the relevant paragraphs from that previous section:

“Originally an industrial lubricant, now chemically de‐
odorised and coloured for human consumption, veg‐
etable oil is one of those things that in decades to come
will not be permitted in our food supply. We will wonder
how it ever was. When american cancer researcher Dr
Thomas Seyfried was asked what he would do if wanted
to GET cancer, he replied ‘I’d smoke, and I’d eat pro‐
cessed vegetable oils’.

Vegetable oil is an unstable polyunsaturated fat, chemi‐
cally extracted from plant seeds. Without going too far
into the weeds, fats are carbon chains, with oxygen and
hydrogen molecules bonded to them. A saturated fat
has all available bonds used, and has no spare bonds left
to react with other molecules in its environment. A mo‐
nounsaturated fat has a single available bond, whereas
a polyunsaturated fat has multiple available bonds.

This means that polyunsaturated fats have themost po‐
tential for chemical reactions within the body, and thus
the most potential for what is called ‘oxidative stress’.
Studies have linked these reactions to a laundry list of
diseases, which makes for some faintly terrifying read‐
ing - see the article linked in the ADDENDUM, from The
Weston A Price Foundation and Investigative Journalist
Nina Teichholz. When we heat these substances, we
make all this far worse.

This category includes almost every plant-based oil
(sunflower, safflower, rapeseed, corn, canola, groundnut
etc), with a handful of exceptions, including olive oil, co‐
conut oil and avocado oil.”

There is a superb commercial avocado oil mayo, made
by Hunter And Gather, in the U.K. If you’re in the U.S I
think Mark Sisson’s Primal Kitchen makes an equiva‐
lent. The caveat here is that I’ve found avocado oil may‐
onnaise to split easily. Be warned.

If you must use ‘that one’ that everyone buys from the
supermarket, that’s a choice you make for yourself. It
certainly tastes good in this context.

The best option is tomake it ourselves.

We can make mayonnaise using olive oil, but we need
to use a ‘mild and light’ variety, rather than extra virgin,

MAYONNAISE
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in order to ensure that the final result isn’t too strongly
flavoured or bitter. (I have tried using avocado oil, but it
only seems to be commercially available in an extra virgin
pressing, which suffers from the same overly strong
flavour as extra virgin olive oil.)

We need the following:

Two egg yolks
About a third of a small bottle of mild and light olive oil
Dijon mustard, preferably Maille - a level teaspoon
White wine vinegar - again, a level teaspoon
A good pinch of salt

Start with the egg yolk in a small mixing bowl. Don’t use
a huge one, because it’ll be hard to whisk the stuff up if
it’s too widely dispersed.

Get the whisk going on that yolk, and very slowly start
drizzling the oil in to the rotating whisk. You’re looking
for the thinnest possible trickle. If you add too much at
one, it’s going to split. Go very slowly. If you’re using a
hand whisk, start with a few drops at a time, whisk and
repeat.

As the volume increases, and the hue pales, you can add

the oil a little faster. Do be patient - if you start glugging
it in there in great big sloshes, it’s not going to work. Keep
whisking, keep adding the oil. It will thicken up once
you’ve added about 150-200ml of oil.

Add the mustard and vinegar, mix it through thor‐
oughly, and season to taste with salt.

You can add freshly-squeezed lemon juice in place of
some of the white wine vinegar. Add the acids in small
amounts, tasting constantly. It’s very easy to go too far. If
you do, get out of jail free by whisking up another batch
of egg yolks and oil, before blending that in to your exist‐
ing mayo. In doing so, you halve the intensity of those
acidic ingredients.

This mayo will work well in the context of the sides dis‐
cussed here. You can make a larger batch by simply scal‐
ing the ingredients up.

Variety is the spice of life: Try roasted, smoked or freshly
crushed garlic for aioli, freshly chopped basil for a
mediterranean flavour, grated horseradish and lemon
zest if you want tomake horseradish creamwith no dairy
products, dried chilli flakes, crumbled feta or blue
cheese - if you think something might work, try it.
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Slaw can mean different things. It can be that creamy,
smoky, southern sort of thing, with a hit of chilli, which
works so well against the strong flavour of a flame-
grilled ribeye, or it could be something lighter and sim‐
pler, citrusy rather than creamy, less intrusive and fill‐
ing.

On the one hand, we have our vegetable ingredients -
white or red cabbage, pointed sweet cabbage, carrot,
fennel, celeriac, shallot or onion - these are all a good
foundation.

On the other hand we have our dressing - a simple red
wine vinegar, olive oil and parsley, or something based
around mayonnaise*, with the addition of Dijon mus‐
tard, chilli and smoked paprika. We might choose lime,
coriander and chilli to create a fresh, zesty, Mexican
vibe.

*Be sure to read the MAYONNAISE section if you’re in‐
tending to use it.

It’s not the Boneyard ethos to do very precise, prescrip‐
tive recipes. They discourage the sort of understanding
of balance, and experimentation that cuts you loose to

do your own thing. But let me give you a starting point:

Choose your cabbage and slice it as thinly as possible,
with a sharp knife or mandoline.

If water is going to come out of this cabbage, we want it
to come out before we mix everything together, rather
than doing so afterwards, and making the slaw watery.
So pop it in a colander over a bowl and season it with a
fine salt, like Kosher salt. This will be the seasoning for
the slaw, but it also serves the purpose of encouraging
any water out of the cabbage. Rub it through the sliced
cabbage with your fingertips. Leave that to do its thing
while you continue with the slaw. When you’re ready to
use it, pat it drywith a paper towel.

If you’re using carrot, grate it, or julienne (little match‐
sticks) either with a sharp knife, or again a mandoline.
The grating is FAR quicker. Unless your carrot is really
dry, you’re going to find that quite a lot of water comes
out of it. Use wads of kitchen roll to dry it out as much
as possible. You don’t want that water diluting the
dressing. Squash the water out of it with the kitchen roll
on top and underneath to soak it all up.

SLAW
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If you’re using onion, macerate it. That involves thinly slicing it, again
with a very sharp blade, or a mandoline, and marinating in something
acidic for a quarter of an hour or so. You can use lemon juice, lime juice,
or any of red wine vinegar, white wine vinegar or apple cider vinegar, for
example.

Once you’ve prepared your vegetable element(s),make up a dressing:

This is going to combine acid and fat in a ratio of something like 1:3 or 2:5
by volume. It’s up to you to taste as you go, determining whether you
need that touch more acid, or touch more fat to balance things out. If
you’re a slave to quantities in a recipe, it can all go wrong when e.g. one
lemon is more or less acidic than another.

If you’re making a creamy dressing, you’re looking to balance mayo with
Dijonmustard and perhaps lemon juice. Youmight add some chilli pow‐
der or smoked paprika. This sort of creamy dressing will be ideal for a
combination of white cabbage, carrot and onion.

If you’re making a sharper, fresher dressing, you’re going to be balanc‐
ing olive oil against lemon, lime or vinegar. You might choose to add a
herb, like finely chopped flat leaf parsley, or coriander.

Try this: Pointed cabbage, red wine vinegar, olive oil, shallot and parsley.

This fat and acid needs to be offset with salt. This could come from salt
itself, or from a salty addition like anchovies, pickles or capers. If you’re
intending to add those things, ensure that you do so before adding fur‐
ther salt which you can’t then take out.

Blend your ingredients together and taste. Trust your own judgement...a
squeeze more lemon? A touch more oil?
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Celeriac remoulade is versatile. It works in the sort of sit‐
uations that other creamy slaws would work in - that
summer barbecue vibe - or equally well as an accompa‐
niment to beef fillet at a dinner party. It’s basically a
slaw, but it has an elegance to it that allows it to reach
up-market.

In terms of ingredients, it’s very simple. Julienned cele‐
riac, lemon juice, mayonnaise*, Dijon mustard, salt,
and a grind of black pepper.

*Be sure to read the MAYONNAISE section

By far the easiest way to julienne (the matchstick
shapes) is with a mandoline. The problem is that once
you say the word ‘mandoline’ the recipe becomes by far
the most perilous. It’s almost impossible to use one
without lacerating yourself. Anyway, live dangerously.

Trim the outside off the celeriac with a big, sharp cook’s
knife. Don’t try to remove it with a peeler. You’ll still be
doing it the following Christmas. Cut all of the outside
off, and discard it, taking care to clean the board down
before you put the celeriac back onto it. They’re a

grubby vegetable, and you don’t want gritty bits of soil
getting into the remoulade. There’s also a small risk of
bacterial contamination from soil, which you need to
avoid.

Cut the celeriac into manageable chunks, removing
any soft, ‘open’ bits from the centre. Use a mandoline to
julienne it. If you don’t have one, use your large cook’s
knife, slicing each section thinly across a few times, re-
stacking and then cutting into matchstick sized pieces
across the slices. If you don’t have time (doing it with a
knife is painfully time-consuming) you could coarsely
grate it. It will taste the same, and just be rather less
pretty - less elegant.

As you go, transfer your julienned celeriac to a largemix‐
ing bowl with some fresh lemon juice in the bottom.
Periodically turn it all over in the lemon, as it’s the juice
that prevents the celeriac from turning brown.

Pour off any obvious pool of lemon juice in the bottom
of the bowl, reserving it, in case you want to add some
back later in the process.

CELERIAC REMOULADE
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Now you simply add mayo and Dijon mustard, in a ratio of around 1:4, per‐
haps 1:5.

How much of these wet ingredients you add depends on howmuch cele‐
riac you have. They can vary massively in size. The proportion of celeriac to
mayo will affect how thick, and dry it is. Be wary, if it’s too thin, that creamy
liquid will simply flow all over the plate, covering everything. I’d aim for a
thicker consistency.

Season it with salt, give it a few coarse grinds of black pepper, and have a
taste. If you want a little more heat, add Dijonmustard, more intensity, salt,
a little more fresh zing, some more lemon, being careful not to make the
consistency watery.



Despite the fact that animal foods are by far the most
nutrient-dense on the planet, despite the fact that they
are the only foods which contain everything a human
being needs to thrive, despite the fact that contrary to
popular belief there is no reliable scientific evidence
linking the consumption of redmeat, or saturated fat to
any sort of disease, despite the fact that our species sur‐
vived for millions of years almost entirely on meat, de‐
spite the fact that farming crops kills more animals than
farming animals, AND despite the fact that when con‐
ducted properly, the grazing of ruminant animals is car‐
bon negative, and regenerates our essential carbon-
trapping top soil, some people choose to be vegetarian.
Some people choose to be vegan.

Frustrating though it is to see large food companies,
keen to replace the profits they anticipate losing as
sugar falls from grace, pump vast quantities of cash into
themarketingmessage of ‘plant-based’ processed food,
and frustrating though it is to see this cynical approach
affecting people’s choices, and so their health, these are
their choices tomake. Therefore, wemust respect them,
and occasionally cook a vegetarian or vegan option. At
the end of the day, the social aspect of community, of
which eating together is such an integral part, is per‐
haps more important than any single food we could
choose to include in our diet. It would be a huge mis‐

take to miss out on those social connections by let‐
ting our dietary choices isolate us.

If I’m eating a steak, I’d ideally like to be able to servemy
vegetarian or vegan friends something that can effec‐
tively replace the meat on the plate, without requiring
them to eat something conspicuously different to ev‐
eryone else. A cauliflower steak is the perfect alternative.

Choose a large cauliflower, and inspect it carefully. It’s
going to be the centre-piece of their plate, and it doesn’t
want to be unappetising. Opt for a firm one, that looks
as if it’s going to hold together well.

We will be seasoning with salt, but you might wish to
add some other herbs or spices, it’s entirely up to you. I
really like a little smoked paprika, but you could add
Mediterranean herbs like oregano or thyme, or perhaps
Indian spices - cumin, turmeric, some chilli powder
perhaps. Middle-eastern spice mixtures like ras-al-
hanout can also be superb. There’s nothing wrong with
keeping it simple though.

Our objective in cooking the cauliflower is exactly the
same as the meat. We want to achieve enough colour
on the exterior that we’ve added some flavour through
Maillard reactions - the chemical reactions between
amino acids and sugars that give browned surfaces

THE PLANT BASED OPTION: CAULIFLOWER STEAK
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their distinctive flavour - while ensuring that the interior
is cooked, but not over-cooked. We can approach this in
any number of ways, but let’s focus on a simple cook in
a single pan.

1. Prepare the cauliflower

The first thing to do is to strip away the leaves from the
base. We’re looking for two ‘steaks’ cut from the central
third. So first, line it up on a chopping board, and with
your largest cook’s knife, cut away the third to your right,
and the third to your left, taking care to make your cuts
parallel and equidistant from the core. Keep the
‘wings’ - use them for something else.

This should leave you with the widest, central section,
around four inches or so across. Divide this down the
centre into two, thick, two-inch sections.

Lay them flat on the board, and remove any surplus bits
of the core. I tend to do this in a v-shaped notch, making
sure that enough core remains to stop the florets which
attach to that section from simply falling off.

Now, whenever you cut cauliflower up in this way, you’re
always going to create some rather tenuous connec‐
tions for some of those florets, and you might lose a
piece here and there. Try not to - it always looks better if
it’s ‘complete’, but if you do, you do.

2. Rub a little olive oil on the surface of the ‘steaks’ and
season wellwith salt. If we don’t rub the olive oil on the
surface we tend to find that the salt won’t adhere, and
just falls off.

3. Get a large frying pan onto medium high heat, and
add a little more olive oil.

4. Our next objective is to get the two sections into the
now hot oil, and add a little colour.

The oil doesn’t want to be too hot - it’ll simply burn the
cauliflower and any spices that may be rubbed into it.
You don’t want the oil to be smoking, for example.
Apart from anything else it will oxidise the oil.

Allow some colour to develop on that first side. Keep a
bit of an eye on things, occasionally peeking under‐
neath to see how it’s doing, but be careful - themore we
handle it, themore chance there is that it will start to fall
apart.

5. Turn it, and continue on the other side. Back the heat
off a bit if you think it’s getting too hot.

6. If you’re cooking for a vegetarian, you can introduce
some butter towards the end of this initial browning
process.

The pan will still be fairly hot, so the butter will foam up.
We need to avoid burning it, so keep it moving around,
and continually spoon it over the cauliflower.

Throw in a peeled garlic clove, and perhaps some fresh
thyme, if that’s the sort of flavour you’re going for, and
keep spooning the fats over.

If you’re cooking for a vegan, obviously you don’t want to
add butter, but the garlic and herbs would be a nice ad‐
dition. Add a touch more olive oil if you need to.

7. Once you’ve got some golden crust starting to de‐
velop it’s time to focus more on cooking through.

Take a piece of greaseproof baking parchment, of a
size that will fit just inside the diameter of the pan, and
lay it over the top of the cauliflower, pressing it down
into the pan, and tucking it inside the rim. Imagine it
like a tightly fitting lid, allowing the food to steam un‐
derneath. This is exactly what it’s going to do. This is
called a ‘cartouche’. Turn the heat down a bit now, and
let it cook away gently under there.

8. After a few minutes, use a paring knife to test the re‐
sistance in the centre. We want these ‘steaks’ to be nei‐
ther so hard that we meet a lot of resistance, nor so soft
that the blade just slips straight through. Once you
judge them done, get them out of the pan.

9. Choose the best looking one for your guest, reserving
the spare in case they would like seconds. Choose the
prettier looking side to face up. It can sit for a few min‐
utes, but doesn’t need to rest as such.

N.B. ANOTHER WAY WE COULD APPROACH THIS IS TO
FINISH THE COOK IN A MEDIUM OVEN, RATHER THAN
UNDER THE CARTOUCHE. WE COULD ALSO SOUS VIDE
THE CAULIFLOWER BEFORE SEARING ON A GRIDDLE.
THERE ARE MYRIAD OPTIONS, JUST AS WITH MEAT, BUT
DO KEEP IN MIND THAT THE MORE HANDLING WE DO,
THE MORE WE ARE LIKELY TO WIND UP WITH A PILE OF
BITS, RATHER THAN A ‘STEAK’.
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Beef fore-rib breakdown - https://youtu.be/-fEJKHhy-6c

www.rustonsboneyard.com
www.thomasjosephbutchery.co.uk
www.drbillschindler.com
www.alternativemeats.co.uk
www.robbwolf.com/radio
www.whiteoakpastures.com

Nina Teicholz Seed Oils article on Weston A Price:

https://www.westonaprice.org/health-topics/know-
your-fats/the-big-fat-surprise-toxic-heated-oils/

These are the items that I use personally, and can
vouch for. There are sure to be good equivalents.

Roasting Trays - Ikea Konics
https://amzn.to/3fbYOnE

Benriner BN-64 Mandolin
https://amzn.to/2BE23Xl

Roasting racks - Oneida
https://amzn.to/3f8a30n

Chefs Knife - Victorinox Fibrox 8 inch
https://amzn.to/2BJtY8u

Boning knife - Victorinox Swibo Semi-Flexible 6
inch
https://amzn.to/3jRqp15

Wusthof Extra-fine Diamond Honing Steel
https://amzn.to/2BEV9Bc

ADDENDUM

videos

books websites

articles

essential equipment and ingredients

Sacred Cow - Diana Rodgers, RD,
and Robb Wolf (Benbella Books,
2020)

https://amzn.to/2Z4BPFY

Big Fat Surprise - Nina Teicholz
(Scribe Publications 2015)

https://amzn.to/2Z2Me52

Salt Fat Acid Heat - Samin Nosrat
(Canongate Books 2017)

https://amzn.to/3hYrRO1
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Skillet - Le Creuset, Lodge, De Buyer Minerale B

https://amzn.to/2P30cOY
https://amzn.to/2P4jR0O
https://amzn.to/309NXqc
https://amzn.to/2DirG0g
https://amzn.to/3f9GoEm

Folding Probe - ETI/Thermoworks Thermapen IV
Series

https://thermapen.co.uk/bbq-barbecue-thermome‐
ters/111-smoke-wireless-barbecue-thermometer.htm‐
l?affp=17251

https://thermapen.co.uk/thermapen-thermometers/45-
thermapen-professional-thermometer.html?affp=17251‐
#/colour-cornflower_blue

Dual Probe BBQ Thermometer - Thermoworks Smoke
Series, ETI ThermaQWifi Professional

https://thermapen.co.uk/smart-thermometers/119-ther‐
maq-wifi-professional-barbecue-thermometer.html?aff‐
p=17251#/option-thermaq_wifi_kit

Vacuum Sealer - ETI Tabletop Sealer

https://thermapen.co.uk/sous-vide-thermometers-and-
kits/158-vacuum-bag-sealer.html?affp=17251

Steel wire grill brush - Grillinator

https://amzn.to/3hNOPqo

Lumpwood Charcoal - Use the best quality available in
your area.

Heat Resistant BBQ Gloves

Food Processor - Sage KitchenWizz Pro

https://amzn.to/2DlbHys

Extra Virgin Olive Oil: Choose the best quality, low-acid,
single-sourced, cold-pressed oil you can afford.

Duck fat - Cooks & Co

https://amzn.to/307AqiR

Beef tallow/dripping: You can buy this, but it’s more
economical to make it yourself by grinding or finely
dicing beef fat, and setting it over a low heat until the
fat has rendered.

Dijon Mustard - Maille

Salt - Redmond Real Salt, Maldon flaked salt,
Cornish Sea Salt Company Flakes, Cornish Sea Salt
Company Crystals, Cornish Sea Salt Company
Smoked Flakes, Diamond Crystal Kosher Salt

https://amzn.to/311l9zt
https://amzn.to/3f8b9t1
https://amzn.to/3hOzwOo

Butter - Unsalted Kerrygold

Avocado Oil Mayonnaise - Hunter And Gather, Pri‐
mal Kitchen

https://amzn.to/3jQhtcd
https://amzn.to/2Exg8qP

The links above are affiliate links. When you use
them, I get a small percentage, which helps me to
continue to create content.

temperature conversion
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